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Terms!

The Portland Daily Press in published every
morning, (Sunday* exoepted), at 96,00per year in ad•

vance, to which will be added twenty-five cent* for
each three months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three cents.
The Ma ine State Press is published every Thursday morning, at 92.00 per annum in advance; 12.25

paid within six months;
delayed beyond the year.

If

and

92.60,

if

payment be

Rates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements. 91.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
than

more

week, 91.26 per square; 76 cents per
One square every other day one weelf,

one

week after.

91.00; 60 cents per week after.
Kxhibitioii, Ac., under bead of Amusements,
99.00 per square per week.
8rBCiAL Notices, 91.60 per square for first week,
•1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for sue insertion. No oharge less than fifty
cents.

usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine 8tate
Press (which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in adLeo a

I.

Notices at

vance.

IT* All communications intended for the paper
Edit or $ of the /Vest,” and
hose of a bnsinees character to the Publi$ker».
should be directed to the

EfTh« Portland Dailt and Maine 8tatb
Office, In Fox Block, No. 82| Exchsnge
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evefrom
7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
ning,
evening.
Press

t'4T Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office

or

paper

promptly

transacted

on

application

a*

above

COMMUNICATIONS.
Reciprocity

and National Defenses.

To the Editors of the Daily Pret»:
Besides the lumbering interests of Maine,
there are others, which may be termed its
“great interests.” 1 propose to speak of Ship-

building, Navigation,Coiume rce,Fisheries,Manufactures, Agriculture, and our Supply of
Bread.

1. Shipbuilding. Our extended sea board
and noble bays and harbors favor ship building,
and Maine has come to occupy a first position in the exercise of tills art. She can
build vessels to better advantage than any
other State, if uot crippled by outside influences.
The bard pine from the Stales now in
rebellion, with the oak and other hard wood*,
as also the white pine,the larch or hackmatack
of Maine, once gave us many advantages, that
have not passed away. The bard pine of the
South is now locked up. Its place is largely
•applied by the larch or tamarack of Cauada
ana New Brunswick, which by
Reciprocity
comes In without duty, as our own materials
disappear. Abolish Reciprocity and you crip-

ple shipbuilding most seriously.
2. By the same process you cripple naviga-

tion

commerce, as connected thereout of it, thus sending our
shipbuilders,owners wsd Milan to other (States,
or to tbe British Provinces.
We have now
the free one of tbe St. John, the St. Lawrence
and its canals, and the northern shores of the
great lakes, for our vessels and our men, as
have British subjects. Abolish Reciprocity,
and you ent off that privilege.
3. Fisheries. By the treaty American vessels and fishermen have the same privilege as
those of England and the Coiouiet iu ail the
harbors and bays, coasts and Islands, east of
Maine.
Abolish Reciprocity, and you cut
them off from these privileges and revive the
of
dangers collision between fishermen of the
two countries, as they before existed, No
State has a position and facilities superior to
Maine for profiling by those fisheries, and
none is more Interested in securing them for
and

with and

growing

future use.
4 Manufactures. By

and suicidal legislative policy, manufactures in Maine
were long held In check, and have but recently assumed a normal condition. The interests
of Maine demand a large expansion of manufactures, to m«et the varied wants ol opr own
State. The Provinces on both sides of us have
similar wants to be supplied. A wise policy
will give Mainejgreat advantages for supplying
the British Provinces with articles they caunot at present manufacture for thenAelves.
Their purchases from the United States are
very largely of manafaclnres. Their products
are chiefly those of their farms, their forests, and their fisheries, which they exchange
for cotton and woolen goods, agricultural
tools, iron ware, furniture, and domestic utensils. We buy ol them chiefly raw materials;
they of us chiefly the products of skilled labor
added to materials. Maine may share largely
in supplying these wants if she will.
6 Agriculture. Maiue may well regard
a narrow

tween them tor

the benefit of the operator?.
Even witli the competition of the Canadian
wheat and Canadian routes, this game is still
a dear one for tlie extremes.
But it is one
that, witli these-competing routes, the East
and the West can [day at.
When at tlie West, ill 1859, I had occasion
to study this question. In September of that
year, wheat at Chicago and Milwaukee was
worth from fifty-seven to sixty-two cents. On
the Mississippi at Prairie du Chien. and above
at Lansing and l)e Soto, it was selling at from
forty-five to fifty cents. At the same time,
here in Maine, flour was worth from >7.50 to
>9.00 per barrel. After learning the cost of
manufacture and transportation, it was quite
clear that a very fair margin of profits was left
for some parties.
On returning to Janesville, a clergyman
from the section ol Wisconsin east of Janesville stated the result of an ex|ierhnent made
by his parishioners. They had hitherto sold
their wheat at Milwaukee or Chicago, but that
year they combined and manufactured their
wheat, purchased their barrels,neat their flour
through Canada by the Grand Trunk Railway
to the Danville Junction, and thence to Waterville, Maine, where it was sold on commission.
At that time, about the middle of September,
he stated that, if prices remained at tlie east
as they were, his
parishioners would realize
>1.90 a bushel for their wheat above all expenses, and they had saved for home consumption
the shorts and middlings, worth perhaps fifteen or twenty cents per bushel more.
All
they could have obtained for it delivered at
Milwaukee or Chicago was about (12 cents.
Let Reciprocity remain, and, if necessary,
lie remodeled and made more equal, but do
not destroy it.
By a proper arrangement of
our millers and flour dealers with the far
West,
to bring our wheat or flour, from first
hands,
on the long freights,
through Canada or the
States at fair rates, we may bring producers
and consumers face to face ill business arrangements, and bind the East and West in
closest relations of interest and good will.
Canada would have a direct interest in dealing lairly witli us and with the West. It would
be for the interest of tlie whole net work of
grain dealers and forwarders to deal fairly
witli both producers and consumers and consent to a less profit on the business of forward-

MISCELLANEOUS.
!

_INSURANCE.

Eclectic Itledical
to

Infirmary.
theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at liis rooms, No.
6 1 emple Street, which they will find
arranged for

DR.need

their
accommodation.
Dr. II.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and sujrerior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of
producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will riml it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried io
vain. It Is purely
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by adaressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

especial

OOSIIITIOF

Amount of
Amount of

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

Help

julldawtfS
Tor the Mck nnd

Wounded

Soldiers.

Portland
Men’s Christian Association would
TIIF.
Arm? Committw of thp

Young

ABBETB 09 TH*

United States 7 3-10

all Christians, and to all other benevoleut persous of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christian Commission, in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute^ its
stores by means of Christian men. who go
among
the soldiers without pay, aud give personally to those
who need, accompanying such distributions
words
by
of cheer and religious counsel. Over
seventy such
men were on the battle-field in Marylitnd.
doing all
that Christian sympathy could devise lor the wounded and
Many a bra^e heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro. twentv-four men were despatched from the
various Young Men’s Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the w ounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that
they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, accordiug to the examples set by our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are uot usually
contributed.
Donations of money, bibles, tracts, magazines, religions newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of whichrau be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johnson. 22l»)
Congress
street, two doors west of New City ilall and Court
House, and the contributors inav be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick aud needy soldiers.
Henry II. Burgess, Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter R Johnson, Army Committeeof Young Men's Christian Association.
feb4 2in

ly appeal

dying.

ing.

Reciprocity

is thus for the interest of all parties. While its inauguration may have jostled
and damaged some interests, its benefits have
fatjexe.ccded its injuries, and its abolition
would damage all parties w ith substantial and
permanent lienefll to none. Let the necessary enquiries then be at once instituted, to
enable the people of Maine to understand its
workings and what changes may lie necessary;
imt let us not clamor for its abolition, nor condemn the system unheard.
Tours truly,
Cyril Pearl.

Kail

Road Bond«.

of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupe ns thereon due on the 15th of October. 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificate* of stock in the
Portland A Kennebec Railroad, (a new organization.) as soon as the books and certificates can be
prcpar#*d, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8. 1862.
Treasurer Port laud A keuucbcc Railroad.
Augusta. Dec. 16. 1HB2
decl*dtf

HOLDERS

letter from .Sirs, t.oddard.

Chicago. III... Feb. 20, 1863.
To the Eilitor* of the Vrex* :
The morning I lell Baltimore I observed in
"The Itepublican” a touching story of suffer-,
ing among the rebels at this post Doubtless
the eyes aud hearts of Northern sympathizers

All

Myles and tfualiiien

Boots. Shoe*, and Rubbers, for men, women.
boy*. misses. and children, constant!'- on hand
and for sale at the lowest price* at my Vf»r Store,
353 Congress street. (T. S. Files’ old stand.)
My
old patron* and purchasers generally are invited to
call and see what bargains 1 ean give.

OF

with Southern reliellion have been more tenderly affected, as similar stories have been rehashed for the sole purpose of exciting undue
REPAIRING*
sympathy. It wa« said that so little regard
AND MANUFACTURING,
was paid to the comfort of the
prisoners, that
Done to order neatly, promptly, and at low prices.
twelve hundred perished from cold in one
SAMUEL BELL.
feb 3—dim
353 Congress, near Green street.
night, and that others were fearfully frost-bitten.
But, as is usual, I And the story laeks
truth. Comparing the condition of the rebel
prisoners here with the same number of our
prisoners in rebel hands, it is clearly demonattention riven to CUTTING and
strable that we err on the side of kindness, inMAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by
stead of leaving them to suffer.
A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
Judging from personal observation, I am
»8 EXCHANGE 8TREET.
convinced that four-Afth* ol “our horrors."
as connected with the w ar. have their
Portland. Aor 6.18*3.
origin
dly
In the fertile imaginations of the sensation relViiiaoxv
who, being paid for saying something.
ave little regard for truth when that someCLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
thing to be said has no other resource than
falsehood for point or interest.
SigUH, Banners. Ornamental and
There are less than four thousand rebels at
Fancy Painting,
this post, (from twelve to twenty having died
EXECUTED TO ORDER.
daily since their arrival) and the common assertion among the prisoners themselves is that
STORE SHADES, of nil dimension*, made, letter
they have not been us comfortable at anyed and put up at short notice,
time since they entered the Confederate service. Their ratious are full, as much as they
AT
can consume; aud as for luel,
they have as
No. lflK 1-2 Middle St.
much wood as they are disposed to cut for
Portland, Me.
their own use.
decl2 eodStn
In the matter of cleanliness they almost universally mauifett conscientious scruples.
W ALTE R R. JOHNSON
Somehow, they fail to apprehend- the use of
buckets aud tubs, and soap and water, aud the
DENTIST,
only reason I can assign for it is, they have
Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
not been washed lor so long a time they dread
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of
dentistry, lately invented by
parting with even an inch of sacred soil. I’er- him.
He would be
to explain its advantages,
haps they have a wholesome fear that their and show specimenshapnv
or it. to any who mav favor him
with a call. He also coutinnes to fit teeth on Gold,
country is to be conquered, and all they can
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth filled by him
possibly claim in the 8e realtor is what they art*
warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
are able to carry aliout upon their persona. If
had never decaved.
so, 1 must add they also take good care to
\-9 < tfflce 229} Congress street, two doors west of
keep a tremendous show of live slock iu ex- New City Hall and Court House.
feb6 2meod
cellent condition, expecting to set up for
themselves doub’Jess, when Dixie's land fails
JOHN C.
to be their inheritance.
There was a seurcti of the prisoners wheti
Rent
Eilatr and tlerrhandizr
they came and everything of a contraband'
character was taken from them. Last Friday
a second search was made, aud a cart-load (if
revolvers, uxes. hatchets, dec., were found hidOFFICE
On Lime Street.
den in their quarters, aud about $-1,000 about
ty Entrance dnrt Door north of the I'ost Office.
their persons. This shows vutuirfe cooperation of such character and extent as to make
JanlOtm
the most stringent military discipline imperative.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

PARTICULAR

snindeN,

Corters,

STONEHAM'Sj

BROKER.

a

tuui'j
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unp
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AMOUNT or

HAS

THE

NOTICE.

A

~~

AGENCY.

THE

Pension*,

competition

1

CAN

ever^

2.520 00
68.70u 00
1.500 00
79.H70 00
10,889 00
124 09
998 27
LIABILITIES.

State

or

Massachusetts, t

County of Ham/uim.

\

88•

Springfield, Not. 21st, 1862.

Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. ChaE. Pullman.
pin and 8. J. Hall, belore me,
Justice of the Peace.

kJT~Since Nov. 1st tlie C ompany have increased
Capital 950,000—making it
9200,000
Losses adjusted aud promptly paid by

their

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
No. 162 1-2 Fore Street,

Head of Long Wha f.
Portland, Feb. 13, 1863.

febl3eodlm

Mutual Insurance
51 Witll St.,(cor. of

Company,

WilHam)New York,

January 27th, 1863.
Insurance againsl Marine and In*
land Navigation Risks.
Awrt*.

over

ScvriSl 111 ion

Dollars.

VIL
United States and State of New York
Stock. City. Hank and other Stocks, 82.626.960 58
Loans secured bv Stocks, andot her rim*, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgagee,
233,760 00
Dividends on Stocks, Interest ou Bonds
and Mortgagesand other Loaus.sundry
Notes, re-insura nee and oilier claim's
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 58
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
2,464.««62H6
Cash iu Bank,
237.4O2 20
—

The Profit* of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1842.'to the 1st of
January, 1882. tor which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st
Total profits for 20i years,
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
been redeemed by cash,

914,493,730

Form

if Guarantee.
The undersigned,-, of- in the State of
the State ot -.
-, and-of-. iu
hereby guarantee that iu case the foregoing bid of
-for any of the classes therein uamed be accepted, lie or they will, within ten days after the rec. ipt of tbl contract at the post office'uamed, or
Navy Agent designated, execute the contract for the
same with good aud sufficient sureties; and in case
the said-shall fail to enter into contract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offi*r of the said-and that which
may be accepted.

forwarded and OPEN POLICIES
CJTApplication*
bv

JOHN W. niJM«iER,
No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

Mg natures

teb9 Imed llmeodfc w6t34

Liverpool

Agency.

Date.
To be signed by the
Uuited States District

and London Fire and Life Ininrance

Ageut.

Co.

Extract from

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *10,000.000.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

tracting party

Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 9350,000.

Brooklyn. New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 9800.000.

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,
Of Sfrimofikld, Mas*.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 9200,000.

Company,

spective

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
ick.

insurance company,
Or Hakuok, Mk
paid in and invested according to

£100,000.

O. Lanterns.
Q. "lerm (hi.
8, Stationery.

law,
**

CHARLIRTOWI.

Class

New Yohk.

"

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS £960.000.

’•

M

Company,

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER £800,000.

Exrhnnge and

Milk Street*

Portland.

"

|

H. Flax Canvas
J, Twine.
k. Leather.
L, How.
M. Brushes.
N, Dry Goods.
O. Lanterns.
U. Sperm Oil.

STEAMSHIP

**

COMPANY,

—AMD TUE—
"

B*y State Line

of

Steameri,

TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA FALL RIVER

Class

ty Insure* Buildings, Vessels in port. Merchandize*. Household Furniture. Ac., against loss by Fire.
•100,(100 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.
jau7tf

G, Cooking Utensils.
II, Flax C anvas.
I, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twine.
k, Leather.
O, 8n»*rm Oil.
K. Ship Chandlery for Stores and
8, Stationery.

"
"

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the host

ALBION

manner,

at the

RESTAURANT.

Meali at all honn, cooked to order.
-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE
G. D.
Rear U. 8.
dec23 3m

ON

DRAUGHT

MILLER, Proprietor,

Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

a new

Bookseller
FAIR CO-

Batchbi.deic Any one
enclosing 20 cents in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
H. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal Discount to the
trade.
Jau27 eodoowdfcw83
by

"

Equipments.

G, Cooking Utensils.
II, Flax C anvas.
I, Cotton Canvas.
J. Twine.
M. Brushes.

N, Buntingand Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
k. Leather.
**
R. Ship chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8, Stationery.
T, Firewood.
33, Hardware.
The lollowiug are the classes under the Bureau of
Steam

Engineering:

B&kery,

w. BRADI9H.
FAMIL 7 FLOUR by the barrel, or In lose
quantities"
deefttf

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
manukactcbbh

op

ungines, steam boilers,

in run Hscmwj ir imiwiit.
Cock*. Valve*. Pipe* and Connection*. Wholewale or Ketnil.

Steum

STEAM AND

OAS FITTING,

Don* In the bent

manner.

Works fl Union St., and 333 * 230 Tors St.,
Jnltdif
POKTLAKD. MR.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAKER OV-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

114 Excbabsb Street, Portlsmd, Mb.

Ko.

Warm. Cold and Sknmtr Bat hi. Walk Bowll. Bran
and Silver Plated Cocks.

Description of Water Fixture for DwellEVERT
ing House*. Hotel*. Public Buildings, .Ship*, he..
and set

arranged
up in the best manner, ana ail order* in town or eouutnr thithfullv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly ou hand. Lead Pipe* and Sheet Lead,
and Beer I'ump* of all kind*
julyttdly

A.

D.

REEVES,

The Tailor,

PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday. March 9th. 1868. at 12 M,
for tbe supply of fresh beef to all the troops station•4M*!.*
in Portland Muibor. milt.
for one year, or such time as the f'ommitt-iry Genera/ shall direct. The beef to be of the best quality
iu Quarters, with au equal proportion of each (neck's
aud shanks to be excluded)
Each bid mutt 6* accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties lor the faithful performance of the contract.
The A. C. $. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids (or reas ns conceived by him oi benefit to the
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for furnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidders are invited to be present at the openHENRY INMAN.
ing of the bids
1st Lieut. I7tli Infantry L\ 8. A. A. C. 8.
febT dtd

SEALED

bas jcht aaTvnsin vbom

—

NEW

YORK

With

a

AND

large and

—

BOSTON,

well .elected

Stock of

Clotha, Cuaimerea snd.VMt^ngi!
Also

full assortment of

a

Military
And 1.

Olotlxa,

prepared to mak, them ap at .bort notice.
Call and See.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. 24. 19ffl.

IF

and 8 inch

dtf

YOU

-WANT TH*-

Cannon.

Best

Office, Wae Defaetmbst, 1
Wasuinotov January 27th, 1863. J

Onus a»ce

Ambrotype

Photograph,

or

not Mil to call at So >7 Market Sqnara. where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant ,aria fiction, at prime rhich defy competition.

DO

Proposals will be received at this office until 6 F.X..
on the 27th of February. 1868, for furnishing 13. 10
and 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made iu conformity with drawings to be supplied by tbe Ordnance
Department, aud with the following specifications:
One 10 inch trial gun is to be made of warm or cold
blast charcoal irou. to be cast hollow and cooled from
the interior, aud to have a teuacity of metal of uot
less thau 30,000 pounds per square inch, to be determined by testing specimens taken from tbs sinking
head of the gnu. and from a cylinder cast from the
same heat, and from metal of the same
as that
from w hich the gun is cast. This cyliuder ts to be
cast on erd, in dry sand moulds.and is to be 72 inches
high, with an elliptical base of 24 iuches greater aud
16 Indies lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun head, a d a slab. 4j niche, thick, from
the cylinder by planes parallel to. aud equi-distant
from the axis of the cy finder, aud the lesser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
frirnish the ammunition, and prove the t ial gun,
which must be ready for trial as soon A" possible, and
not later than three months from the date of the contract. No coutract will be given, nor will tbe trial
gun be paid for, uuless it shall eudure a proof of MOO
rounds, with service clprge* of powder, of which^N)
rounds will be with solid shot, and 800 rounds with
shells. The testing is to be done free of charge to the
contractor, bm be will be required to ftiruish proper
facilities for testing, such »s convenient grouud, storage lor ammunition, a butt in which the projectiles
will be embedded and saved, and the requisite force
for haudting and filing the guns. All tbe canuon are
to be made of the same quality of iron as that of the

K. B.—Large Ambrotypee owl, Pytea» Grata.

TRASK A LEWIS,
37 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
*
Jaly 14th. 1M2.
dtf

JOHN

quality

LYNCH A CO,

"Wholesale
-AND

Grocers,

—

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
STOKES.COMMERCIAL STRUT.

GRANITE

(Oppoelte

head of

Wldgery'a Wharf,)

Portia ad. Me.
ltbcb,

jobs

rsLco

JcSMtf

aaaua,

raoe. ltbcb

JOHN ■. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
JriBdtf
1

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

!

-AT-

No. 95

Middle Street

R0LLINS & BOND
HAVI BIB* BICCITIMU

New and Desirable Stylet el

Cloth*,

Clothing,

-AID-

FURNISHING GOODS,
Which

they offer it

Prices to suit the Times !
CS^t'tlUa tmlore purchasing eioe^ere, tad Mt
fur

youmelt

!

95 BIDDLE STREET.
■Oil

CHARLESTOWN.

Class C, lard oil, 4c; D, boiler felting; E. gum
packing. 4c: F. miscellaneous tools for engineers;
CJ, sperm oil: R, ship chandlery; T. firewood ; 33 X,
white lead ; 38 X, colored paints; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.
BROOKLYN.

Class A, boiler iron, tubes, ko.; B, pig iron; C.

JAMES P.- SLEEPER,

’*

jan80 eodtfeb27

FIKXISHINO
:

SAIL CLOTH.
intern FLU HTK, WITH ILl'I STRIFE,
(A substitute for Cotton.I

deecriptiona.
ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO*.
Of various

No. Ill

UNDERTAKER

Eickaiie Street, Portland,

ItiUmM rear of 411 Congreaa Street. keep# ooe•tantly on hand nil tbo ranoor kind, of

COFFINS

AID

Now

in

CASXXTB
Coo.

And will make o order anrthiag of thU klnd that
from tbo ehempeot to
mar be ordered, .t abort "otlee.
aaaT
H> giving y. atrtet and andlrlded
and trimming
the
lining
to
mauutaiturlng,
attention
of Ihvabo.e. 1 cau ftirnUh them cheaper than nay

the' vsnv

°nAog"V ISM-

JAMES P. SLEEPE*.

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

ALSO OS HAID

KITTKKY.

Class A, boiler iron and rivots; E, gum packing;
F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; R, ship chand-

lery.

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealers and
is called to
THE
National Song.
LUMBIA."
Kugbmk

*’

Street

GOOD

of the A C. 8.,U. 8. A.,
I
“Fort Preble. Maiue.” Feb. 4th.1863. i

T, Firewood.

Class

Washington

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
(bund in similar establish menu; and be
hope*, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please.to merit ashore of patronage.

Office

WASHINGTON.

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

the

Eaeh proposal roust be accompanied by fbe names
of two responsible persons to enter into' a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for fur*
nishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The
reserves Pie right to reject any
or all bids not considered
by him to be of benefit to
tbe Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry, K. Q. M U. 8. A.
feb7 dtd

Ripley,

L. Hose.

N, Bunting and Dry Goods

**

Again!”

penal

FIf ILADKLPHIA.

TICKETS FOR SALE.

dly

THE

i-accepted,

R, SlnpChandlerv.
T, Firewood.
43. Tar

"

Ac.,

undersigned would inform hi« old friend*
and the public, that after An Abeenee of
twentylive year*, he has returned to his native
place and
purchased of Mr. Thomaa Richard* his interest la

steam

tlie right to test the iron during the process of febrication of the cannon, tor whicn
purpose the founder
is to furnish, free of charge, at least oue specimen
from the heat! of each cannon, and slabs trora cylindees, as before described, at the option of the Departroeut, uot to exceed one for every ten cannon.
Kach cannon b to endure the regular proof and inspection for guns of the same calibre; aud none are
to be received or paid for but sueh as are approved
after inspection and proof, which will be received at
the foundry where made
Bidden will state the number* aud calibers of the cannou they propose to Airuiah on the foregoing specifications' and conditions;
the place where they are to be made; the time of commencing delivery and the rate of delivery per mouth
thereafter, and the price per pound or per gun. for
the finished cannon.
No bids will be entertained
unless trora founden actually engaged in the business, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be delivered at that time. Kach party obtaiuing a contract
will be
to enter into bouds, with proper sureties. for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
contract to another party will cause its entire forfeiture
Bidder* will be required to file with their bids
a bond in the penal sum of not less than
$30,000,
signed by uot less than two person*, conditioned that
th* bidder shall comply with
if the bid
his proposal, aud faithfully and fully perform what
he propose* to undertake. The bon'd must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
the bondsmen must Ih* certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United States, or an Ordnance
officer in charge of a Uuitod States arsenal, to be
sum of the bond over and above
each worth the
all liabilities
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the prices are deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to octhem.
iposals will be sealed and addressed to “GeneralJ. W
Chief of Ordnance. Washington,D.C.,’’
and will be endorsed "Proposals for heavy cannon
J W RIPLEY,
BrigadierGeneral Chief of Ordnance.

Riding Habits,

“Home

required

BROOKLTN.

G, Cooking Utensils.

Class

AGENT FOR THE

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia

G, Cooking Utensils.
J, Flax ami Cotton Twine.
k. Leather.
L. Hose.
M. Brushes.
N, Bunting.
y. Sperm Oil.
8, Stationery.
T. Fire W«nid.
X, Whale Oil.

Or 11 artford, Comm.

ol

re-

Bunting.

Commercial Mutual Marine Ini. Co.

Ofllce—corner

the

G, Cooking Utensils.
K. Le ather.
L. Hose.

Class

union r ire

JEtna Life Insurance

at

Bureau* if

KITTKRT.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 9200.0U0.

Capital,

or

The following are the classes required
Savv lards;
The following are the classes under
Equipment and Recruiting.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 9200,000.

Cash

of the Unit'd States, approved
July 17. 1**.

rilfcrip-

Of

Of South Berw

late

Sec. 16.
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition. munitions of war, and for every
lion of supplies for the Arrav or Navy of the United
States shall be lound guilty oy a court martial of
fraud or willful neglect of duty, he shall be punished
by fine, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
the court martial shall adjudge ; and auy person who
shall contract to ftirnish supplies of any’kiud or description for the Array or Navy, he shall be deemed
and taken as a part of the laud or naval forces of the
United States for which he shall contract to ftirnish
said supplies, uud be subject to the rules and regulations tor the government of the land aud uaval forces
of the Uuitetl Mates.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Piscataqua

a

United States District Judge.
Attorney, Collector, or Navy

Ladies’

Portland, Aao»< 8.1881.

WASBISOTOH.

Proposal, for IS, lO,

parties.
And be it further enacted. That whenever

Of

Of Boston. Mass.

y

partr

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *000.000.
Profits annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers

Fire Insurance

j

Sec. 14. And be it further enacted. That no contract, or order, or suv interest therein, shall be transor parties to whom such contract
ferred by the
or orv'er may be given to anv other party or parties,
and that any such transfer shall cause the annulment
of the contract or order transferred so far as the
Uuited States are concerned Prodded, That all the
rights ot action are hereby reserved to the United
States for any breech of such coutract by the con-

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

donway

guarantors,

I hereby certify that the above named-are
kuowu to me as men of property, and able to make
good tbeir guarantee.
Signature, G. II.

JOHN E. DOW,
Marine, Fire & Life Insurance

of two

Date.
Witness.

Portltuitl, Maine

Jnal la

Pants, Vesta, Jackets,

A. D. REEVES, • —
Tuftler,
w exchange street.

Quartermaster

1

BOOKBf.

Cat, made nod trimmed by

PROPOSALS FOR BEEF.

—

procured

-ill.

Clil.l.

1888

>y Coals,

Nojiroposals

Witness.
The schedule which the bidder encloses must be
pasted to his offer, and each of them signed by bim.
Opposite each article in the schedule tho price must
be set. the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, aud the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
"h
Oi« f
«•
«k*]>
must name in their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to be delivered.

TRUST EES.
John D. Jones, *A. P. Pillot,
Jo*. Ciaillard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M. Wiley, J. Henr Hurgy,
W. H. H. Moore, Dan'l.8 Miller, t oruHiusGrinnell,
Thos. Tileston,
S. T. Nieoli,
C. A. (laud,
juMi tl ilSnry.wsitK swnttnu,
itcuij ewn,
W.C. Pickerngill. Geo.G.ilobsou, E. K. Morgan,
Lewi* Curtis,
David Lane.
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Bussell. James Brvce,
Benj. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgis,Jr., Fletcher Westray,
P. A. Ifargous,
U K Bogert,
R. B. Mltturn.Jr.,
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan*.
Koval Ph< Ip*,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauncey,
Caleb Barstow.
Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
('IIAK1.ES DENNIS. Viet* President.
W. H II MOOKE. 2d Vice Prea’t.

PORTLAND. Ma.

j

Date.

10.278,560

and

JOHN T. ROOKRg.

January lit,

SEALED

annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of
February 13, 1363. Should my j
offer be accepted, I request to be addressed at -,
aud the contract sent to the J»'»vv Agent at ———, or !
to-, for signature aud dbrtihcate.
Signature, A- B.

1,740,000

Produce
No. 129 Commercial Street,

of the A. A. Q. M
C. 8. A.. I
Fort Preble. Mtiue. Feb 4tb. 1868.
PR* >1*0$ A LK will be receive! at this
office until Monday. March lHth, 1863, at 12 o’clock M
for (500) five hundred cords of bard. Seasoned.merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic leet to the cord. The wood to be deli*
ered ou the wharf at Fort Preble iu lots of 60 cord*
or upwards, as mav be required.
All the wood to be delivered ou or before tbe first
day of May next.
for less thau fifty cord* will be re-

a firm must be signed by all the members
I,-, of-, in the State of ———. hereby
ajrrce to furnish aud deliver in the respective Navy

912,753.730

AMD WHOLE* A LB DBA LB10 IB

Fleur, Provisions

Office

lards all the articles named in tin* classes hereunto

January, 1863,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

Which from

Dividend Jan. 27th, IttS-l, 40 per ct.

CO.,

General

Class No. 11, White Pine logs; 14. Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts: 24. Brushes; 26. Iron. 26, Steel; 33,
Hardwure; 38, Colored Paints: 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentine. Varnish: 41. Glass: 43. Pitch, Kosin, Tar;
60, Chain Iron; 46, ship Chandlery,
febly dlaw4w

provided,

Street, Thomaa Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

JOH.tt T. ROGERS &

PAt LA DELPHI A.
Class No 6, Yellow Pine l'lank Stock Logs: 11,
White Pine 1-ogs; 13, Ash Logs and Plauk; 16. Mahogany. Black Walnut, Cherry; 17 Ctpress end Cedar Boards; 18. Locust Timber; 22.
Lignumritse; 24.
Brushes: 26. Iron; 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 34.
Tooiafor Sto e*; 35. While Lead; 37. Zinc Paiut; 88.
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentine.
Varnish; 41, Glass; 43. t-jtch, Kosin. Ac; 44, Fish
Oil,Tallow, Soap: 41, Miscellaneous Drv Goods,tiair
Cloth, and Ship Chandlery for construction.

It is stipulated in the contract that if defkult be
made by the parties of the first part in delivering all
or any of the articles mentioned in any class bid for
in tlie contract, of the quality and at ’the time and
then, aud iu that case the conplaces above
tractor and his sureties will forfeit aud
pay to the
United Mates a sum of money not exceeding twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of Congress
in that caw provided,
approved March 3. 1H43.
Bids must not c**nfatn classes for outre than one
in
same
the
yard
envelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse on tlie envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.
Form tf Offer.

deemed.

JuIJSMAwly

n

paid

87,130.794 64
OTThP whole Profit* of the Company revert to
the AMUSED, and are divided annually,
upon the
Premium* terminated during the year, and for which
Certificatesare issued, bkakiho interest, until re-

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
•• Commercial

BRUOKLTX.
class No. 1, White Oak Logs: 2. White Oak Keel
Pieces; 3. White tiak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White
Oak Plank; 10, White Pine Mast Timber; 11, While
Pine; 14. Ash Oars: 16. Hickory. Butts, and Handspikes; 16, Black Walnut, Cherry; 21. Cedar: 26.
Iron: 26, Steel; 27, Irou Spike*; 28, Iron Nail*,
(wrought, cut): 30, Lead; 31, Zinc, Tin; 33. Hardware: 34. Tool* lor Srorea; 8-i; While Lead; 37,Zine
Paint*; 38.Colored Paint*; 39 Lins ed Oil; 41.Glass;
44. Fish Oil, Tallow. Soap; 46, MiseeJIaueoas, Dry
Goods, Hair Cloth, aud Ship Chandlery.

i

IV

IRICS. Ill su m. CLASS VAU,

CHARLBTOWK.
Class No. 1. White oak Logs; 3. White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4. White Oak Plank;
«, Yellow
Pine Loga; 11. White Pine logs, Plank, aud Boards;
13. Ash Logs aud I’lauk; 24. Brushes; 20. Irou; 26
Steel; 27. Iron Spikes. 29, Iron Nails; 80. Lead; 31.
Zinc anil Tin 36 White Lead; 37, Zinc Paiuts;
38,
Colored Paints. Dryer : 39. Linseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch aud Kosiu; 44, t ish oil.

by
given.

ATLAITl C

WIOLHUll OtALIM

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

KITTKKT.

Navy

165,216 99

~

JOHN W. PERKINS *
CO„

Class 4. White Oak Plank; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; 13. Ash Plank
and Boards; 14. White Ash Uars; 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17. Cypress; 23.
Lignum vit*; 24.Bru«hes: 25. Iron; 26. Steel; 27. Iron
Spikes; 28. Iron
Nails; 3D. Lead; 81. Zinc and Tin; 33, Hardware;
34,Tools for Stores; 86. White Lead ; 37. Zinc Paints;
38. Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 4Milass,
44. Oil. Tallow. Soap; 46. Mi-cellancous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ac.

being

Losses adjusted and due—None.
Losses adjusted and not due—None.
Losses unadjusted,
85,986 78
Ail other claims against the Company—None.
Amouut of Fire Risks still in force,
97,775.372
W. CHAPIN, President.
A
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

Physician’s Notice.

mrjj

sion the Ucpublicrn's charge of cruel exposinterest of Maine would seem more likely to
DR. CHADWICK
ure of these prisoners Ur the inclement weathBuffer by the competition ol Provincial industry
taken office No. I over Mr. Loring’s Drug
But I was iu no degree surer, produced.
uuder Reciprocity. Their lire wood, bark, [ioStore, corner of Exchange and Federal streets.
prised to learn that an act of heroism, on the
ta toes, bay, oats, buckwheat, butter, cheese,
OrricK Hours—From 10 to 12 a. m.
of a loyal sentinel, resulting iu his death
part
3 to 6 r. s*.
meat, egg*, poultry, and the like, might thus
on that same cold
when it was reported
Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chest*
compete in our markets, as well as those of I that twelve rebeluiglil
prisoners had frozeu to nut and Rim, and opposite the head of Cedar Sts.
the country, with the product* of our Maine ;
death, tailed to elicit even an ordinary comment
feb!3 dim
farms. What lias beeu the result?
Have not
iu tlie same paper. True, the sceue was iu
all these products, if of good quality, held high ]
Suffolk, Va., instead of Chicago, III.; hut it
NOTICE.
prices, with scarcely an exception, during rang of the true metal ton
loudly to be entireRepublicans of Westbrook, and all others in
these eight years of Reciprocity ? Have they
of
fa\or
sustaining the Government in putting
ly unheard. A mounted guard was sent out,
not ruled as high as consumers could afford to
down the rebellion, are requited to meet in caucus
ami Ills orders were strict not to dismount
at
the
for
them
?
Are they not now sure to range
Meeting House at Brighton Comer. Thursday,
pay
Being ail old soldier aud a loyal son of bis Feb. 26th, at 4 o'clock 1’. M to nominate candidates
as
as Is consistent with the diversified inhe
hl^h
to
the
and
in
for
the
Town
officers for the ensuing election.
country,
obeyed
letter,
dustries and interests of Maine ? If there is
Per order of Town Committee.
morning the horse came into camp with his
not a full supply of these common necessities
Feb. 19. 1863.
Westbrook.
td
brave rider frozen ft death! 1 could not
at reasonable prices, the effect is to
cripple learn the hero’s name, but it deserves a place
manufactures aud all employments besides the
on the topmost round of lame's ladder, since
cultivation of the soil, II then Reciprocity
in these degenerate days, men mure frequentkeeps the price of your products in Maine ly
disregard than obey the most imperative
somewhat below wbat they would otherwise
Internal Revenue Stamps.
demands of honor and soldierly duty.
be, the direct tendency is to build up manuSome ol the prison* rs here have a legitimate
FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
factures and mechanic arts, thus securing a betmy office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
claim to our sympathy, while others are 110
ter home market by multiplying villages and
will be expected to use them on and alter this
more the proper
subjects of it than the com- public
date, (January 1, 1863.)
thriving communities engaged in varied indus- monest felons.
Some are Northern men with
When
sold iu mini* less than one dollar, payment
tries.
Purchasing farm products from our
Union feelings, lint had no choice about
required in Postal Currency.
neighbors in the Provinces, enables them to strong
Office Hours—9 to 12$ A. M.; 2 to 4$ P M.
entering the rebel service. It was enlist or
purchase more largely of our manufactures.
NATH L J. MILLER. Collector
hang, and hut few of us would deliberately
Increasing the commercial ties and multiply- choose
1st District State of Maine.
the halter. They ho|*ed to tlnd rescue,
Janl2 dlf
ing the mutual safe-guards and defenses of our
and enlisted.
Now they want to take the
national frontiers. Whatever thus holds us to
oath ol allegiance, hut so many have abused
WAR CLAIM
a peace policy by common
interests, is a stronthe confidence of the Government in tills mat9100
ger defense than forts, arsenals, or hostile canBounty Money. Bark Pay,
ter that it is doubtful whether
they will be alnon.
I am quite sure that the farmers of
And Pensions.
lowed to do so. One man, a New Yorker,
Maine feel no such injurious pressure of Reciand another, a Pennsylvanian, well ktiowm
is prepared to obtain from the
undersigned
procity as to desire the abolition of the sys- from their youth to some of the officers
United States Government, 9100Bounty Money,
here,
tem. rather than a revision and improvement
Back Pay. fro., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
to
be
iu
Texas
at
the opening ol the
chancing
of the details of the treaty.
; in the U. 8. service.
war, were compelled to enter the army, and
6- Ora 8upply of Urkad. This last is
were glad when taken prisoners of this mode
Invalid
not the least
important view of Itecipri Kity. of escape; hut they must go hack when exMaine is, and has been, a
large consumer of changed, and coutiuue to light against tin* Established for Officers and 8oldiers. wounded or
flour from wheat grown in Canada and the
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
Government they would gladly die to defend.
of the United States, iu the line of duty.
Western States. She will be so hereafter; and
The conviction of the majority of the prisif the Stale ambits manufactures and mechanPensions
oners here is that the rebellion is about
played Procured for
ic arts shall be developed, as our interests dewidows or children of Officers and 8olout.
They find that nearly every motive
mand, she will require much larger supplies in
diert* who have died, while in the service ol the Uniturged to make them tight against the Govern- ed States.
the future than in the past. These must come
ment was a falsehood from the
Prize Money, Tensions, Bounty and Back Pay coland
from Canada, or the far West.
By Reciproci- you know how the mind re actsbeginning;
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
when a falsety we have our choice. The Canadian and
Ke,*, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
hood is detected. Then every battle lias been
our Western wheat have free
All Claims against the Government will receive
in
n success, no matter I tow much of a
reported
our market* and in Europe.
prompt attention.
But we also have
defeat it really was; and this stimulated many
Post Office address
competing routes for its transportation. The to
now
who
see
the
utter impossibilifight on.
BETII E. BEEDV
Grand Trunk, connecting the St. Lawrence
of
ever
a
ty
establishing
separate governwith Portland, gives us the
Augusta, Me.
of
advantage
ment.
the St. Lawrence and the canals of Cana(Office No. 9 State ilonse.)
It
be
dark
a
hour,
to
may
our
da for its transportation, as
politically,
freely as to country; but It is the darkness
that precedes
the Canadians and the English. It is of
BKFKHKNCES
great
the dawn. The light Is coming. It cannot be
moment to us, that we retain this
Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
right. Shut possible in the order of Providence that a free Hon. Lot M Morrill,
us up to the American
8.
U.
Scc’v of State,
Senate,
wheat aud the Ameriof twenty-two millions, w ill succumb
lion. James G. Blaine,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
people
can lines of transit, and
you shut us up to the
to a power levered
St
ate Treasurer.
sep20d&wl4tf
tender mercies of the men who stand between
by four million slaves.—
God forbid that even one
the East and the West, as wholesale dealers
loyal heart ever inLuxuriant Whiskers and Mousdulge the fear of such a result!
How many*
and forwarders, whose direct interest it is to
taches
days I inav remain here I cannot say; but the
keep prices high with us who are the consum- cause
be grown in six weeks, by using Dilling*
of my country lias my best
labor, be my
ers, and low with the Western producers, that
uam u Stimulating Unouint.
Price Go cents
dwelling place where it may.
there shall be an ample
LOKING’S Drug Store,
per box, at
margin of profits beAs
A. A. G.
loyally,
Corner Exchange and Federal Streets.

intended.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the
printed
schedules, any of which wili be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the
Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the vards upon application
to the respective bureaus. This division into classes
for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be furnished as are actually required for bids. The < ommaudant and
Ageut of
each statiou will, iu addition to the schedule ol classes of tlielr ow n
yards, have a copy of the schedules of
the other yards for examination only, from which
it may lie judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for fluy of the classes of these yards.
offers must be made for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered.
In computing the classes’the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the aggregate of the class will be carried out according to
the prices stated.
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
HtU bidder who gives proper security for it* fulfilment.
The United States reserves the right to reject ail the
bid* for auv class, if deemed exorbitant.
All artiefe* must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered iu the Navy Yard io good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case may be, at the
expeuse and risk of the contractor, and in all respect*
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
Ac., of the yard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of the commandaut thereof.
bidders are referred to the commandants of the respective vards for sample*, instructions, or particu'ar
description of the articles; and all other things being
equal, preference will be given to article* of American manufacture.
Every offer, as required by the law of 10th August,
a written guarantee,
1846, must be accompanied
the form of which is hereby
Those only w hose offers may be accepted will be
forwarded as soon then-after as practicable, which
they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named by
them.
The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given and deliveries can be demanded.
Sureties iu tin* full amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to by a
United .State*’ district attorney, collector, or navy
agent. As additional sssiarltv, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the
contract shall have been completed; and eighty per
ceuturn of each bill, approved in triplicate bv the
commandants of the respective yards, will be
by
the navy
agent at the point of delivery in certificates
of indebtedness or Treasury notes at the option of the

BUSINESS CARDS.

Class A, boiler iron and rivets. 0, lard oil; F,miscellaneous engineers’tools: K. leather; L, hose; M,
brushes, Ac; 0. lanterns: O sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8. stationery ; T, firewood; 86 X, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of construction and Repair:

are

Treasury

Notes,

—

PROCTER,

9165,216 99

Debts secured by mortgage,
Loans ou personal security,
Bank Stock, as per schedule,
Railroad Stock,
Bills Receivable,
Office furniture, library, Ac.,

Department, Feb. 13, 1868.

1868,
received
bureau of Equipment aud Recruiting,
bureau of < onstructiou and Repairs,
bureau of Steam Engineering,
until the 13th day of March next.
Proposals must' be iadorned “Proposals for Materials tor the Navy," that they
may be distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the bureau of (uaiuiug the bureau) for which
they

Agents, Ac.,
City Dubuque Bond,
Interest accrued and unpaid,

most earnest-

to

Navy

PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy for the lineal year endiug 80th June.
SEALED
will be
at the

8150.000 00
15,216 99

up,

COMPANY.
66.734 <m
6.3 o 22
192 44
2,368 93

Cash on band.
('ash iu hands of

packing,

Navy.

Maine.

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

lard oil; D, boiler felting; E. gum
grommets. Ac; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers; h,
leather;
sperm oil; K, ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; V, wrought iron, pipe, valves. Ac;
26 X. steel; 28 X, iron nails, bolts, and nuts; 81
X,
tin. copper,. Ac; 33 X. hardware; 88 X. white lead;
37 X. zinc, paint: 38 X. colored
paint*. dryers, Ac;
39 X. linseed oil, turpentine; 44 X, metallic oil, tallow, soap.
PHILADKLPHIA.
Class A. boiler iron ; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers; y, sperm oil; R. ship chandlery.
WABHtierov.

materials for the

for

OF THE

vegetable,

own sex.
ance.

Proposals

Massasoit Insurance Company,
OF 8FKINUFIELD, MASS.,
Nov. 1, 1S62—in conformity with tho Ijiw« of the
State ot

NO 2K,

PR OPOSALS.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
OF THK

1863.

BOLT

ROPE CORDAGE. AC.,
For tale by

LE MESUBIER Sc CIIAMPION,
81. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
on hnud, mid orderi tnkrn by
E^^Snmples
W
P
J T. PATTEN k CO.,
Front Street, Bath.
Oct.11—8m

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY bare parcbaaed from tbo Hannibal k St. Joaepb Railroad

THE

Uompanv
adjoining

a

large tract

of land In Northern MUroarl.

tho lourUhlng town of Hamilton. C aid wall
Coantr, fbr (hrmlng aud maoulhcturlng parpoaaa,
and hare dirided their property into lote and mrma.
They are oltred to .abeertbera in .bar*, of no aaeh.
Map., with full information, can be had by ealllngoa
EDWARD SHAW. Agrat,
101 MlPPLB STBBKT. POBTLATO.
ana

Letter from the State
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\

The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that

of

any other

in the

daily

city-

Bound Political Information.”
Since we published the brief report of the
Brooks of l
speech made last week by Mr. James
the Express, at the meeting of Diffusiomsta, we I
“

hear it intimated that many people in New England are showing a laudable anxiety to repair
the defects ot their education hy the acquisition
of new political knowledge. They are eager to
know in what way they shall become as wise as
those persons who can neither write nor read,
who in time of peace are seen, as Mr. Brooks affirms,
sitting on stumps by the road-side” at
the South, meditating on profound problems of
government and legislation, and who are now
soldiers in the barefooted rebel regiments, making war on the Union. Some of these New England inquirers after knowledge, have, it is said,
bees actually found devouring the Express newspaper in secret, or poring over the columns of
the Journal of Commerce in search of political
wisdom, wondering all the while how it was that
the editor of the Herald, whose political philosophy is of the same stamp as that of the Journal,
the Express and the World, was not allowed a
place on the Diftusionist Committee of Publication.—[New York Evening Post.
This Mr. James Brooks, who seems now to

!

find congenial employment only in traducing
the land of his

and in

nativity,

eulogizing

the

|

Institutions and people of the rebel States, was
formerly connected, editorially, with the Advertlser of this

city, and at that time was one |
ot the most rampant anlislavery men to be
found at large.
We believe he once had some experience in
the South in teaching, and it is possible not
only that his labors there have had their influence in bringing Yankee school teachers into
disrepute, but that the field of his eflorts in
this direction, was iu the same locality where
the people, knowing neither how to read or
write, are sitting on stumps by the road- i
side,” meditating on profouud problems of
The
government and legislation.”
prob1
engages their attention.
probably, is how to crowd the largest amount I

lem"

which

most

of whiskey Into the smallest compass, or how
to get the most of the fighting elements out of j
the smallest amount of the
beverage.

same

indigenous

Capital.

Aroi’STA, Feb. 20,1863.
scheme.
Hu. smith's annexation
To the E'litor* *f the Prem:
In Illy last letter 1 hastily alluded to the
fact that the gentleman from Westhrook, Mr.
Smith, iti dosing his seven hours speech, enlarged ii|*oii the advantages to accrue to
Maine IVum annexation to Canada, and look
occasion to say that all we should lose by it
would bo the name of living under a free government. It was fitting that he should asIt was the natural sesume this position.
quence to his previous assumption, that New
England wonld be left out, when tliere should
be a cuasation of hostilities and a re-construction of the Union.
It has been said that previously to the’eommencement of hostilities by the rebels at Fort
Sumter, the fact that there would lie an effort
to dismember the Union by an appeal to arms
was well understood in England, and it was
also understood that so far as practicable that
nation would countenance the rebellion. More
than that, there men in the free States who understood it also. It is easy to see why England desired the disruption and dismemberIt was because
ment of the Union of States.
in that event she would no longer have a rithe
undisputed misval, and would remaiu
Hut there was another
tress of the- world.
object in view. The Slate of Maine is the
key U> her possessions on this continent, and
in ease of the success of the traitors our State
There were men in
was to be her reward.
our own Stale who were cognizant of this
grand scheme of treason; men, who at the
proper moment were to broach this scheme
of annexation to the British possessions and
endeavor to carry the people with them, Brst
hy painting the dire calamities of an internecine war, and magnify the burdens imposing
and to be imposed upon them by the war; and
secondly by skillfully presenting to tbeir
minds the benefits, in all tbeir material relations, that would accrue to them tiuder British rule. Nothing to lie lost, except the mere
name of living under free nonunion-!
It inav not be, that the Hon. Francis O. ,1.
Smith was one of these men then; hut his
sp* eoh hears hard in that direction now. It
may not be fair to class him with those, who
are do.lig all in their power to cripple the energies ol the Government at tills juncture; but
lie lias placed himself there, lie is tooshrewd
:t man not to know, however much the Administration may lie abused and opposed in times
of peace, w hen the only object ol opposition is
to change that Administration, that the Administration is the government for its constitutional term, anil that to oppose an Administration, when red handed rebellion is striving
to overthrow the Constitution, is to oppose
the continuance of government and to give
aid ami comfort to its enemies. Looking a littli* frirfJicr into tin* tnnfivf** iimnintini' niich

nr.

♦ion on the part of the subniUsiontoU and secession sympathizers, we find them advocating peace and submission to Southern demands,
apologizing for t£e rebel* because hatred to
New England abolitionist* urged them to seek
redress by dissolution of the Union and the
destruction of the Constitution by force of
aud
which
he
ness,
commended, lor its eco- arms, and then very significantly telling us
that these Southerners will never return to the
Domic lessons, to the Joose-joiuted,
slip-shod, Union, unless New
England be left out; and
shilUes* “chivalry,” as worthy of their imitamore than that, so lost to patriotism and love
tion.
of country* as to advocate the advantages to
Maine if she becomes a dependency of the
It seems that Brooks engaged to “keep
Crown. Is it not a* plain as daylight,
•chool,” and to lengthen out the lime it was British
that the submissiouists in Maine, no less than
desirable lor the "committee” to secure his
their confreres in arms in the rebellious States
board at the lowest possible figure. They
deeire the destruction of the Union? It would
be well for the people, before blindly following
there lore called the “district” together, and
the lead of such men, however plausible anu
exhibiting the “master” to the natives for 1
specious their argument against the Administheir admiration, his board was put up, like
tration and the conduct of the war may seem,
to look well to their real motives, and see
the town poor, at auction, the lowest bidder
j whither
their footsteps tend, w hether towards
to carry off the prize. The bidding presented
a vindication of the government
against its
ascene rivalled in liveliness only
by similar^ armed foes, so fervently desired by all truly
bidding!* in the slave marts ol the South, loyal American*, or towards aiding its enemies
where kindred humanity is knocked down, I and assisting in its overthrow.
Jonathan.
not to the lowest but to the

In looking over an old volume of the Advertiser, we fell iu with au account given by
this Brooks, of his experience in a school district in this stale, which he then thought ex- !
hibiled a wonderful degree of Yankee shrewd-

j

j

highest bidder,
To the question of the Auctioneer,—“What !
Hospital Report of the Maine Soldier* la
will you take him for?” the airiwers cauie
the different Hospital* in nud near New
In rapid succession, “One dollar and twentyYork, Jan. 31st, 1863.
live,” “One dollar aud twelve and a half,” “One
FORT BCHt’YLtR HOSPITAL.

dollar;” and here there was a slick. “One
dollar, who’ll take him for less than a dollar?

(Continued.]

One dollar, one dollar, any body less? Who
speaks?” shouted the impatient auctioneer.
Again the downward race commenced:
“Seventy-flve ceuts,’ “Seventy cents,” and
thus the bids went on till

the school-master

kuoncked off at

forty rent* a terek!
As the new pedagogue took his seat in the
wagon, by the side of his purcha*er, and was
slowly riding to his temporary home, he put
the question—“How ou earth can you afford
to board me for forty cents a week ?” “I
make money by it,” said the forty-cent man,
j
“and have your company into the bargain.”
j
He then went on to explain that he had more
‘produce” than he could consume iu his family, aud hog raising lor the market had its disadwa

1

vantages. He would receive in cash for boarding the school master, $5.tf0. This would nearly
pay his taxes. He would have to carry three
times as much
to Portland or

This scheme of taking the school-master
to use him as a machine by which to

the produce of the farm and conit into money—very much as a Clay
couuty Missouri farmer raises pigs, that he
may feed to them hit corn, and thus put it inconcentrate

vert

portable sacks to be driven to market on
legs—Brooks commended to his “South- |
ern brethren, as a specimen of the manner in ;

to

four

the

globe.” It

however, that they
have not takeu his early advice, but prefer
to remain ignorant of the art of reading and
writing, aud instead of boarding Yankee
•Choolmasters for forty cents a week, and their
company, continue to “sit on stumps by the
roadside,” meditating on the profound probmms

seems,

ignorance and Idleness.
It seems almost a pity that a man who in
his youth subserved so good a purpose on a
01

farm, should have been allowed
Brooks has.

spoil as
respectable

to

It is doubtful if any

Xew England farmer would uow consider his
company any part of an equivalent for his
board. He would scarcely use him to conhis

surplus products, so long as lie could
have the same otflce performed by au animal
of a far less dangerous character.
Brooks
now sees no beauty in the strict
economy
which so pleased him in his younger days, and
raises his eyes to no divinity except that
which protects the “peculiar inrliluiion," aud
la symbolized by a whip or a thumbscrew.
sume

Snetenance ot Slaves
The Secretary ol tlie
a

in

South

Treasury

Carolina.
in answer to

call from

and

Congress, reports that the expenses
receipts for the sustenance of the contra-

taods Ac., in the Sea Island District of South

Carolina have been as follows:
There was expended for agricultoral implements, in round niiml>er».$77.080; for the purchase of the schooner Flora,
$.11,350; f„r white
labor, $82,748; for colored labor, $34,527; total
expenses, $225,705.
From tliis expenditure lias tieen realized
$7264*4. Deducting the above expenses.there
remains on hand from this fund $501,278. This
was up to June last, at which time the business was transferred to the War
Department.
from

a

The Brunswick Telegraph publishes
New Orleans scribbler, the dirty scur

rllity

that has been put In circulation about
Gen. Dow of this city ; and the editor of that
delectable sheet personally avouches lor the

integrity
•candal

to

of the

blackguard

him.

The friends

know the utter

only

falsity

of the

who sends the
of

Gen. Dow

calumnies,

and

secession sympathizer would
give currency to them, in the face of all the facts that
have been given to the public. The same men
who are ready to defame Gen. Dow, now
a

lighting his country’s battles, hiss with perfect
rage when the slightest word is uttered unfavorable to McClellan. This is
copperhead con-

siztency.

ISLAKU.

Averill L Y, II,28th,Northneid.Jau6,chronicrheu’m.
Austin Geo. E, 12th, Jan 12, diarrhea—dieu Jan 17.
Ad uisIsaacJi.l .24ih,bowuoiniiam.Jaitl3.bronchiU*.
bean lx?* i, tl, 2-itn, Bing..am, Jan 24,measles tailing.
Beunet Edwin a, 1,21st, Nobieboro, uo, bronchitis.
Cnaser b F D, 26th, Momoe, Dec 9, diarrhea,
tarvitie Beuj, A, 16th, uo. Dec 11. ret'ed duty Jan 26.
Cole F a, A, 17th. Bryant's Pond, Dec 17, debility.
t hus b, K, 28tti, Edgecomh, Jan 5, rupture.
CarlanDau'i H.D.26In,Phillips,dojnt-asles and lauu'e.
Corrisu Dav d P, F, 24th, buwdoiuhatu, Jau 13,pneumonia.

merely

on

BKDLOX’S

Chesney

llie school master would eat,
Bath, to raise the same arnouut
of money, after paying bis expenses, to
say
notbiug of loss of time!
as

Which we Yankees live and thrive.” And he
called upon them to “do likewise, in order to
make their couutry the richest aud happiest

Cushman Wales II, G, 20th, Woolwich, admitted
lK*c 21, chronic rhcuu.aiiMn.
Cothu J H, G, 1st cav, Webster, do, Injury to spine.
( atianu A b, b, uo. i'lu>aa<UiB, do, citron rbeu'am.
Flak Aim*, b. uo Maiiti M
do, heart disease.
Uaiat «irrin L. F, do.
Plymouth, do, bronchia*.
Oilman A b. Z, do. App’ietoti, do. enrome aiaitbc*.
limthoru Ka-tman, I. 2utb, Dec 21.
Knight Aiired, lv, latcav, Jefleieon, do, malinger.
Leavit F W, E, do, Augusta, do, rluumatiMn.
Mack L J, A, do, Mdney, do, timpaniter.
Nicker on W J, F, 1‘Jth, Topshaiu, do, diarrhea.
Paimer Thus b, D, 21at, do.
f uisiler A G, G. 1st cav, Lewiston, do, rheum’sm.
bvlveste Jii, A, do, Etna, do, injury to spine.
Maples Wm, K, do. iluuiton.do, injury to stomach.
8 wanton K, l>, 20th, Dexter, do, pleurisy.
Wiutiow Aibin. G, do, Newcastle, do, bronchitis.
Dodge Jeremiah. II, 4tu, Jan. 17.
Farrar E W, H, 28th, Marshtield, convalescent.
Howe Louis 1', D, do, Madrid, do, otouhea.

j

Dyer Lorenzo. II ,8d.do,Sept 6, retur’d to duty Jan 26.
Dow Beuj. tl.21st,do, Jan 6, returned to duty Jan 18.
Davei port t lias, i\, 28th, Jay, do, ty p’d lever.
Dow Kftij H, t, 2*th. do.uo,returned to duty Jan 13,
Deau Jesse K, ti, 24th. Madison, do. bronchitis.
Druninioud Kob't It, D,2Hth, Kingtield, do, measles.
Dunham tiosea A, D, do, l‘hili!{»*, uo,
do.
Dodge Win K, A, do, do, returned to duty Jan 9.
Davis Beui B, B, 24th, Luton, do, diarrhea.
Klismore Johu W, li,2*th, Weston, do, measles.
Erskiue Wm G, F, 21»t, No Whitetield, do. catarrh.
FreuchGeo T, A ,24th, Dresden Mills,Jan 13.brunch's.
Galley Nath’l K, E, 24th, do, Jau 6, ret d duty Jau 13.
Gardner Allen, E, 24th, New Vineyard, Jau 18, measles and iutermitteut lever.
Gerry Eibridge, B, 28lti, Jau f», on pass.
1,E, 6th.Buck»port. M*pt S.rheu'sm.
llarnmati Lysauder, G, 11th, Aug 16, returned duty,
llardy Alvin F', A, 8ati. Wilton,Dec 3l,chr bronchitis.
Heath Stepheu It, F, 21st, Whiteneld, Jau 5, general
debility.
Huntington Alvin T, F, 24th,Litchfield, Jan 13.rheuHugginsIxouai

u

*
matism and hernia
Jordan .Sabine, E. U, Pottsville, Oct 20, diarrhea,
kiuchler Jas, F^lst.do, Jau 4,retur'd to duty Jan 18.
kiug Moses, B, 21st, Waterviile. Jau 24, abscess.
Lib bey Chas U, D, 28th, Phillips, Jau 5. measles.
Loud Daniel M, D, do,
do. rheumatism.
Lambert Robert, F, do, Wiscasset, do, typhoid fever.
do.
Leighton Chas M, B. do,
Lent John, A, 24th, Richmond, Jan 13,fractured leg.
Merrill Dau'l 6, ll, 8th. Parkmau, Dec 8t.
Morrow utis, A, 8th, Filbury, do, chronicdiar’a.
Jas, A. 28th, Jan '5. returned duty Jau 12.
McCausliu E D, C, 24th, PiiUiield, Jau 11, contusion
of hip.

BY TELEGRAPH.
-.«•

ORIGINAL

DISPATCH

TO THE DAILY

PHESS.J

sr On the fourth page—A True Lent, by
Robert Herrick; Pro liege sirpe etc.; &c.
Col. Sewall of the Maine 19th is at
home in Bath.

SENATE.

Wednesday. Prayer by

Rev. Mr. Rowe of

Augusta.

from the House

were

disposed

concurrence.

of in j

y The Republicans of Bath

have

Ssorted

‘f“ Tin* New Bedford Mercury says Hint
of$d(),OUU, the avails of his lectures in England, John B. Gough brought home but $16UU,

HOUSE.

Prayer by

Rev. Mr. Rowe of Augusta.

Papers from the Senate

were

disposed

of in

the rest

and assigned.— Act authorizing the
Commissioners ot the Sinking fund of the K. &
P. R. R. to invest the mories of said fund; resolve authorizing the purchase of 300 copies of
the Revised Sea lutes.
Passed to ot engrossed.
Bill to incorporate
the Milford 6l Princeton Turnpike Co.; bill for
the destruction ot wolves and bears; resolve iu
favor of Nathan S. Lufkin.
Engrossed in concurrence.—Act to incorporate (Jreeu wood Cemetery Co.; resolve in favor
of Win. I). Orr; authorizing the Land Agent to
convey a lot ot land to Sarah M. Churchill.
Rasulve in favor of Mary A. Hardison was
taken from the table, and, on motion of Mr.
liopkinson, recommitted to the Committee on
State Lands.
Bill, additional to the act incorporating the
city of Bangur, was taken from the table ami,
on motiou of Mr. Manson, recommitted to the
Committee on Mercantile Adairs, &c.
Mr. Blake, of Farmington, presented a bill to
change th4 name of Jane Mehan. Under the
rule it lies on the table for a first reading to-mor—

given

to

we

Infer tliat he also lies awake in the

daytime,

or

else he writes Ids editorials when
should be ill bed.

men

y

The colored men in New Bedford

are

unanimity.

In

enlisting with

rcmarkuble

Spriugtleld and other places they have held
meetings and voted to respond to the call for
enlistments as soon as provision is made
lor their families.

jy A graceless knight of the quill, who
has no special respect for divinity in crinoline,
suggests that for a lady to sweep her carpet
with embroidered undersieves would be con-

row.

Mr. Stick ngy, from the Committee on Interior
a bill to prevent obstructions
in Pushaw stream.
Mr. Ellis, from the Committee on Division of
Towns, re|H»rted leave to withdraw on petition
of Albert Shapleigh et als., referred from the
last Legislature to this.
owned
Bill, an act taxiug bank stock
out of the State, aud by persons unknown, was
read a third time, and the yeas and nays were
ordered on its passage to Ik* engrossed, on motion of Mr. (iuuuisou of Scarboro.
A discussion ensued, iu which Messrs. Cony of Augusta
and Lyman of Machias participated.
It was
cut short by the arrival ot the hour assigned
for the consideration of the National resolves,
which were taken up.
Mr. Kingsbury of rortlana made an ante, eioqueut, and effective speech iu defense of the
resolutions, and in reply to Mr. Smith.

sidered indecently dirty; but to drag the pavement with her skirts seems to be thought very

genteel.
jy The Paris (Tmrirari publishes a wood
cut representing a body of Greeks, with a majority ol the laces marked by a great perplexity. One man in the center, however, exclaims: “Ob! 1 have an idea!” “What is it?
What is it?” ask some of the others, bending

eagerly. “Suppose," is the somewhat
unsatisfactory reply, “we were to recall King
forward

1

Otho!”

y

a Louisiana

planter recently

Uw **Uv««

give a

u>gaUtor«
saidple of their

called

ruijiuittpH f hf*m to
singing, to show some

Union officers, who were his guests, how well
they could enjoy themselves. It is said he

Adjourned.

STATE TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.

Augusta, Feb. 35.
the auspices of the
met in this city at
10 o’clock to-day. It was called to order by the
Secretary ot the Alliance, Mr. B. F. Thorndike.
0. S. Beale of Portland was chosen temporary
President. Prayer was made bv Rev. Mr. Waldron of Augusta, and the convention was addressed by C. A. Stackpole, Esq., of Gorham,
and J. S. Kimball, Esq., of Bangor.
Messrs. Stackpole and Waldron were appointed a committee to wait upon Gov. Coburn and
invite him to preside this evening.
Mr. Stackpole introduced some resolutions respecting the use of intoxicating liquors, and the
necessity of further legislation. They were discussed by Messrs. Day of Portland,
Stackpole of
Gorham, Phillips of Augusta, Joues of Lewiston, Fenno of Augusta, and Coffin of Sidney
Messrs. Kimball of Bangor, Carletou of Portland, Coffin of Sidney, 'lhorndike of Portland,
and Waldron of Augusta, were appointed a
committee to nominate officers, and the convention adjourned to ufternoon.
in the afternoon the convention again met,
Gen. John J. Perry, President, in the chair.—
Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Burgess of Bangor, and the President made some appropriate
remarks.
The resolutions introduced in the morning
were taken up and abiy discussed by Hon. C.
Holden of Portland, Rev. Mr. Burgess of Bangor, Hon. N. Wilson of Orono, (’apt. Coffin of
Sidney, and Messrs. Carle ton and Beale of Portland. The convention then adjourned to eveni ng.
Keening—The convention oasembled and was
called to order by the President, who introduced
Gov. Coburn m chairman of the meeting.
The Committee to nominate officers reported
the following officers, who were elected for the
current year:
President, Hon. J. J. Perry, of
Oxford; Y'ice Presidents, Eli Jones, China, Rev.
D. Thurston, Litchfield, E. H. Starbinl, Falmouth, C. W. Coffin, Sidney, and Marshall
Cram, Brunswick; Secretary, B. F. Thorndike,
Portland; Treasurer, S. L. Carleton, Portland;
Executive Committee, J. J. Perry, Oxford, S. L.
Carleton, Portland, Joshua Nye, Waterville,
Rev. 1). B. Randall, Skowhegan, A. M. Jones,
Lewiston, J. F. Day, Portland, J. S. Kimball,
Bangor, E. P. Weston, Gorham, Lynden Oaks,
Garland.
The resolutions before the meeting
in the afternoon were discussed by Hon. E. P.
of
Weston,
Gorham, Superintendent of Common
Schools, Rev. D. B. Randall of Skowhegan, Hon.
Seth Scammon, Superintendent of the Reform
School, Abner Shaw, Esq., S. L. Carleton, Esq.,
J. C. YVoodiuan, Esq., of Portland, and Hon.
Mr. Merrow, Senator from Sagodahock County,
and adopted.—Adjourned.

been

columns
honest

Waters, reported

The convention

having

objects of cliarity. The same paper says Gough is now supporting sixteen youug itteu in college.
ZS1' The editor of a copperhead journal
says he has “fallen Into the bad habits ol lying
awake o’ nights.” 4from the character of bis

Head

was

under

Maine Temperauce Alliance,

\

not

when

surprised
Brown,” whose

little

a

up “Old John
on.”

they

struck

“soul is inarch-

ing

!

jy Tlie

Machias

Union

boasts that it received
one

Wonderful!

teeetf

nearly

as

said the

seren

much

The

encouraged as
proprietors of the

(copperhead)
new

names

proprietor

in

feels

it was formerly
Waterviiie toll

bridge did when they saw three men and a
horse, all crossing at once. They looked for
an

immediate dividend.

y Tin* Kentucky Legislature on Friday
last ordereil tlie Star M|wugled Banner to be
raised over the Stale House and a national salute to be fired on tlie Z2d. Tlie action ol Col.
Gilbert in liiudeiiiig tlie meeting of traitors at
tlie capital meets general approval, for tlie
leading Union Democrats spurn affiliation
witli tlie advocates of peace with treason in
arms.

“y The Kansas legislature have expressed
their decided dissent from the course of their
Senator—Mr. Conway—say that they view his
with shame, that he has betrayed Ills
loyal constituents, and they cull upon him to
resign. Conway, it will be remembered, proposes to dissolve the Union, and let the “wayward sisters depart in peace.”
course

j

McDowell, in tits closing defense
before the Court Martial referred to tbe liulien.

uiiliaiioii lie lias had to

undergo

in his investi-

charges as baseless as they are
charge ol treason,” h%says,
is a Hi pendant to the one of drunkenness, and
quite us trne, seeing that, to this day, I have
never drank auylhiug but water.”
“I'm a ditnercrat, died in the wool, and

! gation,

on

senseless.

“The

DAYS

SPECIAL

LATER FROM EUROPE.
Arrival of the

Steamship

Jura.

Steamship Jura, Capt. Aiton, from Liverpool
Londonderry 13th, arrived at this
port about 10 o'clock yesterday forenoon. She
brings 37 cabin and 140 steerage passengers
12th and

and

full cargo.
We are indebted to Purser Taylor for papers.
He reports that they experienced heavy westa

erly gales throughout the passage.
On the 22d, lat. 42.53, Ion. 53.10, passed ship
Julia Farmer, bound East. Same afternoon
passed a steamer bound East, supposed to be
the Europa.
The Hibernian reached Liverpool on the
11th, and the Kangaroo Queenstown on the
12th.
The steamers Africa aud Kedar were both to
Liverpool lor New York in place of the

leave

overdue

steamship China,

Cough, Cold,

or

an

will
A

lic

1

Parliamentary proceedings were quite unimportant. Gladstone had given notice that

the 13th he will move a reduction of the
on cigars from Us ikl to 5s
per pound.
Mr. W. S. Lindsay, M, I*., writes to the
Loudon Daily News in contradiction of certain rumors iu regard to his connection with
the Confederates. He denies being a holder
of Confederate bonds, ol any kind, and says
that neither himself nor any member of his
firm had entered into any contracts with the
Confederate Government, for the construction
of war steamers, or any other kind ol ships.
At Everlon, Liverpool, an Emancipation
meeting had been held, which was endeavored
to he broken up by friends of the secessionists.
Resolutions sympathizing with the North, aud
the Emaucipatiou policy, were adopted by a

rhil»dclplli»tr'.r

test of mauy years. PubSpeakers and SiROKRa should use the Troches,

Military Officer* and Soldier* who over-tax the
are exposed to sodden changes, should
hem. Sold everywhere at 25 cent* per box.

(it23d

have

Lining* to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.

JMh.

It will effectually

as

Cape Haytien; Wacaiaaw. Xkhola, Portland, to load
for < uba: *eh# Pearl. Brown. Ceorgetowa DC* F
Herbert. Parker. Baltimore
Ar 26th. seb Julia (.race, Tre worry, A ax Caves
< Id 26th. brig Greyhound Martin; tor
Sagua neht
Carter. BeaafortNC; Florida. Kelley.
Springbok,
New York.
Sid. bark Waltham; brigs Waeamaw. Irene.
WlSCASSET—Ar list, sabs Franklin. Thurston,
and Atlantk, Lynch, Portland.
Sid Od. sabs Lodoskia. Call; Union. Hamlin, and
Chronometer, Pierson. Alexandria; Catharine, MeNear, Portland.

atop the

paste.

It is

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hiltoe Brothers, Proprietors.
Providence, R. I.

FOR RIG* PORTS.
Sailed from Hoag Kong abl Dec ML ihip Eureka,
Cutter, for New York: Henry Brigbam. Potter, for

Supplied in packages from 2

os. to 100 lbs.,
by"
THOS. G. LURING, Apothecary,

Exchange

fcWV

tv VIIV.

place.

Mr. Fortescue said iu the House of Commons that though Government had rufused to
give'direct aid to the Inter-Colonial Railway,
yet it would lend the Imperial credit in raising
a loan.

and Federal

Sau Francisco.
At Monrovia 2d alt. ship Mary C Stevens, for BaJ.
timore; brig Ann. Yates, frn New York, last nr.
At Matamoras 2&th alt. brigs Nathan. Carnage, for
New York March 16: Hannah, Murphy, for do about
April 1st; seh Elizabeth. Crosby, do do.
Ar at Mauritius Dee 10, Mary Crocker, Williams,
fm Maul main
Sailed from Cape Verd Islands Dec 27, Eflngham,
Jameson, for Portland.
Sailed from Liverpool M Inst. Taaaro. Park, for

Streets,

Sole Agent in Portland.
febl7 dly

FRANCE.

was

If*m iiinlium

simply a

allmlaJ to

at

UiohinonH

Chancellor of the Consulate at

France.

POLAND.

Collisions and hostile movements continue;
but coudicts are generally reported in favor of
the Russians. At ltalinow, however, it is said
the Russiaus hail been defeated by the insurgents.
The Loudon Times reiterates its belief that
the

August

of the Poles is a thoroughly national
affair, and is headed by Catholic Priests. It
says that insurgents appear to lie increasing
in, and keeping hold on whole provinces of

rising

Rumors had
Prince Louis
of Hesse was proposed
lg of Greece,
but the Morning Post denies the story. The
Duke of Saxe Coburg had positively declined.
INDIA.

Additional

telegrams report: Bombay,Jan.

2Hth—Exchange
15s.

2s Id.
Freights advanced
and Exports brisk and advancCalcutta, Jan. 27th.—Exchange 2s 3-4.1.

Imports

ing.
Freights higher.

First Examination at office.S200
Each subsequent sittingat office,.60
City Patieuts, first Examination at residence,... 2 60
Each subsequent visit at resideuce,
1 00
August Iff. 1862.—tf

Portland; Inreetlgator. Gilkey, Liverpool.
Sid lSth. brig* Baby, (Br) for Portland: SPBrown,
llntnmond. Cardenae: Randolpb. Hale, Sagaa; tch
Mary. Sawyer. Cardenae.
( Id 16th, bark K H Knight, Carman, for Cardenae;
brig -Hattie Eaton.” Fowler Portland.
[Per ateamahip Jara. at thin port.]
Arr from New York Id, Ganger. Elba, aad 6 H
Waterman, at Cadli: loth. Gee Griawoid.aod I'allaa,
at Liverpool; lltb, F B Catting, at do; Maria Adelaide, at Bellhat.
Arr from Portland Mb, Winona, at Liverpool; Uth
Hibernian, (a) at do.
Arr from Xante ?tb. Elba Fox. at Livrryael.
Sid for .New York 6tb. Wm Libbey, from Cardiff:
Mb. Avon, fm the Clyde; into. Adelaide, fra Liverpool; lltb. Era. and Advance, fm Be I tart
Sid for t’aleatta Mb, Hampden, nnd Spring wood,
from Liverpool.
Sid for St John NB 10th inrt. Shooting Star, from

oct3eod6m

nurses.

Portland Obsbrvstort.—The year for signalising vessels at the Portland Observatory expired Jaa.
1st. 1868. Ship owners and merchants will be called

subscription.
ENOCH MOODY.

{^^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Langs, successfully treated by lana
LATioa,
By C. Monas. M. D.,

the Throat and

Corner Smith and

Liverpool.

LOCKE ft KIMBALL, Drxtipti*. No. II7
Portland. Me.
augl&—ly

Middle Street

BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale or Stock a.—Bosroir, Feb 21. 1863.
1.000 American Gold.171
29.000 .do. 171
1.000
...do.168!
1.W10 0nited States Coapou Sixes (1881 j. inf

LESSEE k MANAGER ...HENRY C. JARRETT.
STAva MAXAOna .A. W. Fasno.

MR.

telegraph

la

or

To the Editor* of the Preia:

An article in tile Press with the above headstates that
the can buoy ou this ledge
which is the outer ledge on the starboard hand
ill entering our harbor, was reported adrilt byMr. Moody, the keeper of the Muriue Observ-

ing,

Norway. Jan. 38. Wyatt T. Stuart and Mim
F. Stanley.
Belfast. Feb 4. 8 F. Jordan and Mim Helen A.
Fletcher, both of Belmont.
In Liberty. Jan. 27, Eben 8. Stevens, of L., and
Mis# Carrie P. Lord, of Hallowell.
In

Mary

Hamlet. Friaee oi Denmark

Mr. K.
Polonlaa.Mr.

Henry

Mr. E. L
when

fob* It

.HATH an* CAP#
JUST MSCMirMD AT

8HAW8,
Feb

IX. IMS

ware.

be prevented by earing ('ought,Coldt Jkxtrte-

|
1

J nett, nnd nil /rritaiiont cjf Xke Throat and Bnmcheat l ette/t, with the Great German Remedy, Tmb
Hkmpkl 1'bbvBMTtvM. C iergymru. Inmjtris, leech•re, singer#, nnd nil who overtax the strength ot the
vocnl orgnns. nnd consequently suffer from irritation
nnd sorenoMi of the throut, w ill lud this medicine invnlunble. It not only refseres.but permanently caret.

TeMiMT mi Dr. »im,of Ui4m«
“Dipthcrin is on« of the most fetal disease# of mod-

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

City ot Baltimore. Liverpool.New York.
Bornsma ...Southampton..New York

.Liverpool.New
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New
Liverpool
(BtlftsaslM
Liverpool

SAILS

11
Feb 11
.Feb 14
Feb

York
York
Feb
Boston
.Feb
NSW fill
Feb
New York
Feb

13
21
26
28

ern times, nnd be who suggests menus to prevent it,
or to urreet it in its course, nnd render it mild nnd
manageable, is truly n beneiuctor of bin ruee. Medi-

cine like this ought to be in every femily in the
country." For sale by
t t »LF.» w OR TH Y, 91 Kxchnage St
». H
frbtt edffw eodSw
nnd elsewhere.

BOARD.

to i>arart.

Turk

Pacific .New
City of Washing*u.New York
Nova Scotian .Portlaud.

Havana.Feb 38
Liverpool.Feb 28
Liverpool.Feb 28
Canada.Boston..Liverpool. Match 4
March 7
City of Baltimore New York Liverpool
Boruasia.
New York Hamburg..
Match 7
China .New York Liverpool
March 11

Portland.

ediMw

Diptheria.

die;

...

Davenport,

great bill will bo preeeated.

ADMISSION—Lower Floor, Aceata; Gallery U.
Doom open at 41—commencing at 7] P. M.
tytbeau can be eecnred without extra charge at
the Drug Store of E. Dana, Jr., ander tho hall,

Liverpool—steamship Jura—6 casks. 33 pkgs mcbds
to Thos Paddock
24 cases. 9 pkgs mchds. J £ Pnn-

Arabia
liammoma
Austraiasiau.

a

136 Middle Street.

ftales

Peanon.

For fall caet vee btlla of tho day.
OTTo-aurrowlFriday b GRAND RXTRA NIOBT
for the Be Bent sad poeitiveiy laet appearance of

Per steamship Jura, from Liverpool—Mr and Mrs
Larer. Mt aud Mrs Bencheil, Mr aud Mrs W H Smith,
Mr aud Mr# Cunuiu^hatu. ( apt Keed aud wife. Miss
TowusJud, Mr and Mr* Lawtou and child, Mr and
Mr# Caltborpc and child. Mrs Scwmll aud child,
Messrs Brennan, Russell. Lyon, Magee. Hsndrie,
Hicks, Thotnpsou. Kay. White, Howard, CameroD.
May. Fowler, Breuier, Falconer, Capts Jones,Deiauo,
and Dyer, in cabin, aud 140 in steerage.

China..

L. Davotoit

Harry

Laertiea.T. W. Knight.
Gboat...A. W. Fonno.
yueen Gcrtrnde.Mba Hnuly Mwtayer.
Mine Ada Parker.
Ophelia
Oeric..Mba Fanny France.

On board hospital steamer John Weems. Feb. 18.
Wm. Phiibrook, private Co. B. 1st. Me. Cavalry.
lu Hath. Feb. 21. Martha Lissie. ouly daughter of
aud Frances E. South, cged 6 years 3 mos.
lu Belfast, Feb. 3. i apt Tbo*. E. Ryan, aged 28;
9tb. Mr. Fred’k Havener, aged 71.
lu Bucksport, Feb. 4. Mr. Enoch Bernard, aged 69.
In lhomaston, Jan 11, Mr. Lincoln LeveusaJer,
aged ttt.

Wyman'A

the fort

HAMLET!

1

1 case tuchds. >a> age It Ltraau; 43 pkg* hardC K Richmond 2291 bars irou. Terrier k Co:
la bdlt steel. Naylor A Co; 3 cases mchds, Thomas
M»> ; 1 do, A M Capeu, 5 case*. Runnier. l*unn At o;
1 ca*e, Robt Hsley ; 2 cases, to Freer. Boyd A Co; 3
cases. J > Miller: 9 bales mcbds,
Arkley :
3d pkgs silk* and cottons. Lane. Lamson A Co; 62
and lo bars irou. to order, aud sundry pkgs for
auada. Boston and New York.

w

be preeeated Shakapeare'a mwter-work in i

Will

Acta,

__DIED._
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w

Tbaraday Emiag, Fek. N, IMS,

In

ftTKAMKR

appear

HAMLET!
which character he b acknowledged
tiring repmmtaiirr.

column

Bulwark Ledge.

DAVpNPORT,

MM. BARRT PRARSON..<a> POLONIUM.

IJMt'OKTS.

Rock Cod

E. L.

who win

HARRIED.

■

Righlef tkr EngageMlt of

UM

eet

15.U00 United States Demand Notes.lTl
1.700 U S February Coupon*..
.1711
87.‘W U. 8. Certificate* of ludebtn’s.07!
8.000 .do (Sept).. 100
6.000 .do (April). )02|

...

Shbida.

Deering Hall.

U. S. 7.3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).10*4
.do(August) .loti
2.00U.do .loti
2.000 United State* Five-Twenties.100

7.000
41 .fba.

«t*>

near

advertisements!

new

15,600.do.101!

tx1**

b aehore

IPOKER.
Nov IS, lat &3k Ion 79 W, >kip Wwhiagroa. from
for
Callao, oat US daya, aad aixleon men
Liverpool
wwbed overboard.
Dec 6. lat U N. Ion AIF. bark Cam Dapeat. from
Boeton for Maarttfoa.
Jan 7. lat 4 N. loa a W. abip Kochector, fra Liverpool for A m hint.
Feb 19. off Hatteraa, was pawed, brig Floreaee,
•
.teering North.

Dsstistrt— Dr. JOSIAI1 HKALD. No.241 Con
gress Street, first door east of 1st Pariah Church
Port laud, Me.
augTdly
Das.

Reaper

The

CongressSta.

PASSENGERS.

matter.
see

Pettengfll,

UiNea«eR of Ike UHenry OrfiM.
tr J. C. Motf. M. D.. Operating and Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician, attends exclusively to Disease* of the U I nary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaints of all kind*, and the more obseare diseases of the Pelvic Vioera.a* Piles,
Ruptures, Hvdrocele. Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood.
Ac. Dr. M keeps himself posted in all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this
country
or Enrope, and spare* no expense that his
patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world aflbrd*. Advicb Frks.
|jr office 86
Court street. BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to 2
P. M.. aud 6 to 8 P. M.
Mr# M who i* thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maiadie* of her sex. can be consulted by ladle*.
Patienta furnished with board and' experienced

ITALY.

In the Italian Chamber of Deputies discussions had taken place ou the state of affairs iu
Polaud,and considerable sympathy was evinced
tor the Poles. The Ministers urged prudeuee
in the discussion of foreign question), anfi
finally a resolution was adopted declaring the
time inopportune for the consideration of the
For Commercial per Jura

At Demarara. no date, bark Princeton, Seeley, for
New York, disg; seh John Ross, for do.
Ar at do 19tb nit. sch Theo Raymond. Thompson.
Now York: 22d. brig B L Swan. Eke. do.
At Mayagaes. no date, brig R R Kirkland, Knight,
for Baltimore 13th Inst.
At Xeovitas 12th last, brig Thomas Owen, Pet tenfor New York.
gill, and Calmnck.
Ar at Sagua 7th iusi. bark Shamrock. Berry, from
Havana.
Sid Ulh. bark Saliote. Pxano. fane ilntterw; H,
brig Col W CoggiiM, Ulifui, New York.
Sailed rm Cieufnego* 13th laet. bark. J C Nlebole,
Blanchard. Boeton; brig Uxxie Trent, Crowell, for
New York.
Ar it ( Ardena* 14th tact, brig A F Larrabee, Car.
Hale. Boeton.
Ar at Haraaa 16th, bark El lea Stevene. Corbet, Ibn

him.

couutry.
GREECE.
been current that
lor Ki

Whitehaven.

12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

aul8’62eod

The Chamber of Deputies continued the
delate on Hie address to the Einperor. It was
stated that the Luqieror’s great desire was, to
reconcile Italy and the Pope, and to maintain
tranquility; and he would labor perseveriugty
to this end.
The Paris Moniteur in noticing the correspondence iu the intercepted Confederate despatches, says the so-called Consul of France
in Texas is not even a paid Consular Agent of
France at Galveston.
He acted as a kind of deputy to the Consul
at New Orleaus.
The ouly instructions he
lias received request liiin to maiutaiu the
greatest reserve, ami to carefully abstain from
every kind of interference in the political
affairs of the couutry.
Tk»

DR. P. P. QUIMBY, would givenoticethat he ha
returnedto l'ort I aud. and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 Intcreational House,
Tuesday,

upon to renew tbeir
febSOdtmchl

rn

t>en York lor FrorlJeaee: Jam— Freeman
Fraeroan. fonlind for Fortran* Mottroe. and all nailed
except brig ( has lleatli.
FALL RlVER-h* the stream 2*1. neb II W
Morse.
Benton, fm Dixhton for New York.
BIWTON-Aratth Kh Jolla A Rich. Moot*, from
Portland for New York.
Below, bark "unit. r. from Xew Orleans
Cld
.hip Caralier. Brown, Moateratdo: brig.
Belle Bernard. Coombs. t»ihraltar ; Lauriila Bolton

Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers aud Machinists,
And Families,

It Is insoluble In water or oil.
a liquid, and as
easily applied
It will adhere oily substances.

JoU” ,ud ,d» L “—”1.

U«Uh. Wright,
c/!|Ejy,
<’ltr"i',r
k,rl».t'll»*
Fall Hirer
for W ilmington.
Del; ach. Klim tlTrn

Patches and

It is

fiom

H^ton

West!

S**

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK

will find it invaluable !
leakage of Coal Oil.

repman.

Hamtnoi.d.

\r,e-

Newport

duty

It is stated that the Galway steamers will
start from Southampton, iu order to secure a
portion of theCouliueiilal trallic. Palmerston
had announced a restoration ol the subsidy,
subject to the Admiralty report on the condition of tile Steamers.
The Gibralter (late Sumter) sailed from
Gibralter on the 8lh.. There are no particulars
as to her diqiarture.
Ship George Griswold, with supplies for the
suffering operatives, arrived at Liverpool the
l»th. She attracted much attention. On entering tile Mersey she was received with a
salute of cauium from the North lort, and by
the dipping of colors from the Brighton lort.
The public demonstration bad not yet taken

23d' *h* *I

Tliompjuo ljutkrr.

jan21 dfcw8m

on

tuic VI

to

“C
Y,rk'
^ »«•
and Down. .1 mm
Cld Mfli. Bhipt Brid*p»afrr.
»:<«rn. for Liverpool
Lucir
do. rairftrld. Hall, lAilu^
rielphia: bark Orchflla. Dev(>n-aiix ('iciifueirns
b 1
™W#’ bn*
A C Merriman. tiray. Key
CT Ar *Khl Kh
r*odl«foa, fm

voice

and

Corner of

(;o,de,, ***'••

,eh

to

proved their efficacy by a

UKEAT BUITA1X.

Mason, the Confederate Commissioner,
was present on the 11th at a banquet
given by
the Lord Mayor of Loudon, and made a speech.
The Lord Mayor iu proposing the toast to
“Visitors,” made some compimeutary allusions
to Mr. M., to which the latter responded.
The Times iu relerriug to the above assures
Americans, on both sides of the Potomac, that
what was said and done by the Lord Mayor is
considered in London, not exactly insignillcaut
or indifferent, but really as
beginning and
ending in the Mausiou House.
The Tuscarora left Madeira on the 2d for
Cadiz.

wli.Y .'Vi*'*’ LaogUuu. do.

be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtaim only
Brofcnn
the genuine
Bronchial Troches which have

excited some alarm.
Mr.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 11th,bark*
PathflOder,Robinnon. and (.an Eden. Reed. New York
*lthb*r.k WhW. Sc. Kv»n., fm New York.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach directly the affected parts and
give almost instant relief. Iq Bkokchitib, Asthma, and Catarrh they Are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
use, has caused them

probably come of without damage.
severe storm

occurred at Fortress Monroe on
Sunday morning, and continued twenty-four hours
without iutermmion. ▲ number of niariue
disaster* are reported.

Irritated Throat if

allowed to progress, results in serious
and Bronchial affections,oftentimes iucurable.

whose non-arrival

atory. The Light House Tender at once proceeded to replace it.” I reported to Mr. Hinkley
in tli.j Light House office ou Feb. 7th, that the
buoy had drilled in the gale of the 5th or rtth,
Mckcuny
two miles northeast from the ledge, and informed him that vessels leaving the buoy on
-mmtm
13
OOtk
VU.II......
»_r_i..
I'd like to see the mau who dares doubt my
the starlmard hand, and hauling up for PortO'Douuel Jas, E, 2Dt, Wiudsor, jau24,subluxation,
patriotism!" exclaimed an excited copperland Light, would bring up on the Ledge. He
l'illsbury ( has A, E, 0tb, Fairtielu.Sept 5. varicocele.
Prescott True P, I, 8th. bo Moiitviile,Dec31.rheu'*m.
head in a street crowd a few days since.
said be would attend to it, but the buoy vessel
r<-arl Richard (i, II. 28th.Maysville.Jan5.bronchiti«.
was away and he was looking for her in.
Pu<-riolisin!” rejoined an Irish listener who
1
Pusher Jan A, C, 24th, PittsUeld, do, rheumatism.
Potter John W. f, do, do, returned to dut\ Jau 23.
suggested employing the steam tug. which
stood by, “and sure it's that no one ’ill doubt,
Palmer ('has W It. *8th, AIt< n, do, brouchitis
could do it promptly. The buoy was not reParris Wm W, I. 24th, Pittston, Jan 13. rln-um fever.
j specially if he knows the lots of whiskey ye’ve placed until Tuesday, the I7lb. It could have
Robiusou Anil' w b,F, do,Jau 6.returned duty Jau 13.
make
uv
Pul'e
to
sure
lieen set on the 8lh as well as in leu days afspilled on 'lection day
lteed Edwin \V,A.do,Top*hain,Jau]3.gun shot wound.
terwards. The extra cost of employing the
Robertson And'w b,F. do.Gardiuer.Jan24,lumbago.
rote! Bad luck to the likes uv ye!”
!
Sterns Grat us B, A, 6th, Dec 31,returned duty Jan22.
tug is trilling, compared with the risk of propStelpheu Albert G. A,24t h.Diesden Mills,Jau f*.rheum.
The Democrats of Bath on the 3d balerty and life.
.Smith Frank, k, 28'h, Jau 5, returued to duty jau 8.
!
The article further stated,
as it took till
lot nominated 11. W. Owen for Mayor. Mr.
18.
Spaulding Henry J, 11, 21st, do "
M
*»
Simpson Leander, 1, 28th, do.
nearly dark to raise it, Ihe Tender had to
13.
Owen was a delegate to the Charleston Constand in to the Koads and anchor over night.”
Siegers Levi W,A,24th,So Dresden,Jan24.rhcumVm.
Resignations and Dismissions.—Official
Smith CorneliusF.k,28tti.New Sharon,do brouchitis
vention, instructed to vote for Douglas, but
Mr. Moody informed me that the buoy was
notice has been received of the resignation of
Skillings Enoch 11, G, 24th, West Gardiner, Jau 23,
voted throughout with the copperheads until
taken up in the forenoon. By the help of the
the following officers:
eiysipt-as.
Saunders James. C, 28th, Prescott, do,
lumbago.
Capt. Peter N. Robbins, 26th Regiment^ the last ballot, when he voted for Douglas, tug the schooner could have been towed in
Twer David F. A.8th.Dee 31.returned to
22.
one hour to the spot
from which the buoy
duty Jan
Lieut. John P. Perkins, 26th; Capt. C. P. Da••
••
and then came home and did all he could for
Torrev Aaron. C, 28th. Jan 6,
13
drifted.
Tarr C’has E, F, do, Georg* town. do.
vis, 11th; Lieut. YY\ C. Bailey, 20th; Capt.
He will be so badly used at j
Breckinridge.
writer
that
The
states
the British steamer
Asa C. Palmer, 25th; Lieut. JoUn McLellan,
Torrey Dennis, C, do,ho Reddington, Jan 24.catarrh.
Tibbets ( has A, B, 21st. 1 airfield, do, rheumatism.
the polls that it will require a search warrant
North American came in early and could not
28th ; Capt. Theodore Cary, 5th; Lieut. G. F.
Tarr Amou S F, 28th, t«oorgetown. Jan ft, rubolu
find the buoy.” The steamer came in late in
to Hud his “remains.”
Burgess, 19th; Capt. Loreuzo Ilickey, 1st
Whitney Frank, h,2d, Portland, July Id.
the afternoon.
Waterhouse Geo, U. 23th, No Albany, Dec 11, gun
Heavy Artillery.
A
the
friend
us
from
When CapL Green was in the Light House
writing
country ;
shot ftouud in loot.
Lieut. Joseph Nichols, 19th, is dismissed
Wilson Howard R. D, 21st,Benton. Jan 6,clir rheum.
refers to the rejoicing in Charleston and other
office, Mr. Moody and myself reported to him
with loss of pay.
Wells l-aac P, B, 28il», do, icturued to duty Jau 13, !
rebel cities over the victories gained by the | one Sunday at noon, that the Bulwark Ledge
Maj. D. P. Stowell, of the Cavalry, has been
Wa'sou Sidney. K. 24ih. Industry .do. typhoid fever.
Wall 1/eander, G, 28th, do, erysipelas
buoy was one mile west or its place, and at 2
mustered out of service, for absence without
Democrats in the fall elections, and says it reo'clock P. M„ the schooner Vigilant, Captain
Homer
S.A. do. do,returu*Hi to duty Jan 12.
Wyiuau
leave from Sept. 28th, and for conduct showWalker James, K. 16th, Jau 12,
minds him of a Washingtonian who had the
12.
Killey, with the crew of schooner Frank Pierce
"
•»
ing an unwillingness to serve under proper
Ward Sumner C. H.24th,
13,”
23
misfortune to break his pledge and become in- 1 on hoard, ill tow of steam tug I'ncle Sain,
Whittier Nathaniel, A, 28th, Farmington Falls. Jau
regimental commanders.
started for the ledge, and at 4 o’clock P. M.,
24. typhoid fever.
toxicaled. On his way home he met a friend
Wells Sara’! A. K. 28th, New Sharon, do, rubolu.
the buoy was set. It was snowing hard when
who
said
to
“You
have
returned
to
him,
It.
A, 28th. South Chesterville,
List of Patients sick at City Hospital beyour
Wyman Sylvauu*
we left Franklin wharf, and while towing, the
Jau 24. brouchitis.
1
see.”
cups,
“Yes, 1 know it," was his reply, schooner Vigilant parted her hawser twice on
longing to the 7th Maine,Peb. 24,18413.
Briggs John H. 1, 8th, Dec 31—died Jan 2
account of the heavy sea, and we were obliged
“and all hell is rejoicing!” “So,” says our
Bennett LeveHug. 1.28th, Jau ft.return’d uuty Jau 18.
Co. B—Warren Armstrong, typhoid fever; John
Harbier Chas If, I, do, Readdeld. Jan 24
to use the tug’s large hawser.
Lisbon, chronic nephitis; John ii. Hasting*, couvaJcorrespondent, “is it with the. victories reFlint Edward H. 1, 21st, Damariscotta, Jau 31.
esceut; George Martin, do.
The writer says there are from ”18 to 20 feet
Waltz John, 1,21st,
ferred to; all-is rejoicing.”
Co. C—Hiram Stillman, typhoid fever; Tilton K.
on it at low water.”
There are but 12 feet at
('rocker Thus, If, 28th, Machias,
chronic
diarrhea
;
F.
Sibley,
Waylaud
Jacob*, conlow water.
Baker Nath'l P, I, 21st, Bristol.
The copperhead journals which from
valescent; A > antler Sawyer, Phthisis.
“jT"
Norton Reuben D, < 24ih, Pittsfield.
Co. D-Joseph Norton. Jr., indolent ulcer; Abram
Buoys oil dangerous shoals cannot be too
••
instinct oppose every measure that promises
Morse by I van us, k, 21st, Skowhegau,
Grover,John Smith, (.'has. Doughty, Serg'tJ |(.
strictly attended to.
•*
Steveus Eptiiaiui. I, 21st, Bristol,
and
chronic
the
least
Anson
in
the
Lindsay
diarrhea;
Hardy,
B. J. Willard.
efficiency
"
upholding
governSpra.Mie John R. F, 21, Washington,
E. Sypher, Sidney
ty fever
neuralgia; James Gould, intermittent ment or in
Greudle Jos, 1,28th, IVnobscot,
"icterus.
fever; George Laskey, convalescent; Corp’l George
crippling rebellion, have already
Hidcaager Warreu, A, 21<«t,North Waldo, rheu'sm.
G. Saunders, wound *; Thoma* Rons,do.
attacked the new currency act, and charge
Harden 0. It, 24th. East
jy Bad as the “black Republican*” have
Union,
Co.
Linnell, convalescent; Simeon O.
F—Timothy
Blake Bradbury, F, 2ist, Whitefield
**
that it is a scheme to unite the “purse and the
Wn. T. Truuday, wound; E. H. Hamdo;
Reyuolds,
been considered, there is one tiling of which
"
Mckenney Jas A 28th, New Portland,
mond, do; Asa Chapman, George Hunt, Fraukliu
sword” in the bauds of the Executive. This
Henry Robert. I,21a», Bristol,
no one has yet accused them; they have takGulliver, and Nath’I Gra t, chronic diarrhea; Alex»•
Goudy John, 1. 21st, Bristol.
ander lluine, pneumonia; Addison W. Stevens,
is an old and a stale cry, the same with which
The
en up uo arms against the Government.
Young Isaac l>. B. 28th, East Wilton
wound Michael Forrest, Pleuritis; Richard D. Burn•»
Godiug Gerry P, K. 28th. Wilton,
Jackson was assailed when he sought to make
Democrats enjoy a perfect monopoly of the
ham, Chronic Diarrhea.
BE
Co. /— Richard G, Hover, wound: Wm. Summerby,
(TO
CONTINUED.]
the credit of the government independent of a
present crop of traitors.
George H. Fairbanks, Henry i foie, !
consumption:
J. U. Davis.and Corp'l Henry li. Cook,chroncorrupt corporation. It will never answer the
Corp’l
ic diarrhea; Stephen A. McNeal, intermittent fever.
Gen. Blunt of Kansas, in a recent
8nn s woman in another column picking Sambucpurposes of modern democrats for an hone»t
Co. K—Was ley Plissey, t>plioid lever; Joseph F.
speech, said: “I have yet to see the first solWilliams, debility; Richard Scolly, wound; Serg’t
Executive to hold the purse of the country,for ] Urapes, for Speer * Wine. It it an admirable article
J. G. Carvible, do.
uaed in
and by the brat families in Paris
dier who is tired of this war, or is
disposed
they could not have free access to it for party Londonhospitals,
Cnassigned Recruits—John H. Sprague, Asthma;
and New York, la preference to old Port
to end it without an unconditional submission
John H. Allen, Manly Rand, chrouic rheumatism;
as they did when Buchanan made
purposes
Wine. It ie worth a trial, aa it give# groat satisfkc
Edwabd W. Sakbobn,
of the rebels.”
* the traitor Cobb its guardian and keeper.
tion.
decMdly
Hospital Steward 7th Me. VoD.
••

A

NOTICES.

Pulmonary

j

nomi-

nated Dr. Israel Putnam for re-election to the
Read and assigned.—Act to change the time
office of Mayor.
of holding the August term of the court of
County Commissioners in Knox county.
The Bath Times gives the names of
Bills to amend the act obtaining agricultural
three citizens of that place who are 94 years
statistics, and to change the names of certain
persons, were passed to be engrossed, under a j of age. One of them, Mr. Cushing Allen, is as
suspension of the rules.
spry, almost, as a boy of sixteen.
On motion of Mr. Milliken, it was ordered
that the committee on Banks and Banking be rey At a very full caucus of the Republiquested to ascertain what change is necessary in
cans of Lewiston, J. B. Ham, Esq., was nomithe banking laws of this State to enable banks
nated for first Mayor ol the “Spindle City” of
to conform to the recenX general law passed by
Coegress
Maine.
Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve authorizing
the conveyance of the State's interest in certain
Since the establishment of Camp
lots of land originally sold to Win. Cummings;
Douglas si* hundred and forty bodies of rebel
resolve in favor of the heirs of Catherine F. Tutsoldiers have been buried in Potter’s Field, at
hill; act in relation to the claim of Miles Wilson
on Penobscot county; resolve in favor of Peol
Chicago.
Sockis; act to incorporate the Georges Insur;y “My cavalry,” said Bragg, in his late
ance Co.; act to change the charter of the Union
dispatch to Jeff Davis, “are close upon Gen.
Fire Insurance Co., Bangor; act to legalize the
liotecraru’
front.” “I held the Judge down,”
doings of the Bowdoinhura Bridge Meeting ;
said John Phnuiix, “by intertiny my note beHouse Society, &c.
ticeen hit teeth.”—[Nashville Union.
Mr. Peters, from the Judiciary committee, rethe following acts : to authorize Geo. K.
j
^y The cow killed by the train on the
ewett to extend a wharf to tide waters in PenKen. & Port, road on Tuesday last, belonged
obscot river; bill relating to sureties in cases of
to a poor widow lady, and the fact coming to
replevin; ait to alter the January term of the
court of County Commissioners for Lincoln
the knowledge of the passengers a purse was
county ^explanatory of Sect. 2, Chap. 1(R», of
made up for her of $2T>.00.
the public acts of '02, relating to suits against
volunteers; which were read afld assigned.
y' Prentice says he is not a betting man,
Mr. Philbnck, from the committee on Military
but he will lay Louis Napoleon a trifling wager
Pensions, reported a resolve in favor of Mary L.
that we will compter the rebel Confederacy
Owen, which was read and assigned.
Bill explanatory of the liquor law of *58 was
before he conquers Mexico—aud Victoria may
read a second tune, and tabled, on motion of
hold the stakes.
Mr. Peters.
Mr. Peters, from the Judiciary committee, retff” It is now stated on good authority
ported legislation inexpedient on an order reftat- j that Gen. Butler has
been reassigned to the
to
an
of
K.
amendment
4.
lng
Chap.
S., relating
to voting lists; also, same report on an order
Department of the Gulf which is made to emrelative to the rejjeal of Chap. 115 of the laws of
brace Alabama as well as Louisiana. Gen.
*5y, relating to executors and administrators.—
Banks will go to Texas.
Accepted.
The same Senator presented several bills,
;y The Rev. Thomas Hill will be inauguwhich were referred.
rated President of Harvard College next WedThe Washington county contested case came
up. Mr. W iggin moved to substitute the minesday afternoon. The ceremonies commence
nority for the majority report. He supported
at a quarter la-fore three o’clock, in the Rev.
his motion in a long speech, at the close of which |
Dr. Wui-H'w rhiirpli
the Senate adjourned.

concurrence.

FIVE

y On tho first pago—Reciprocity and
National Defenses; Letter from Mrs. Goddard.

Augusta, Feb. 25.
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S. D. BATES.
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Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the res*
lar lines. The steamers for or frym
call a
gueeustowu. except the Cauadian line, which call a

Liverpool

IMore Fire Proof than aay
OTHER SAFE.
BECAUSE—The content* an
protected nt every point, +ith n
non conducting substance!

Londonderry.

PANAMA AND

CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry-

linV# more Fire-Proof Filling!
Are more evenly tilled!
The wulls ure thicker!
Built of thicker wrought Iron!
Are unequal led in Malarial of
m hich they are built'
In cure uud manner of putting
together nnd Ailing!
Can be made to nay sine!
Are Dry!
Cannot be blown open!

ing Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, aud California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

ThsFsdaft.FebraaFj ftt.
Sun rises.6 41 I High water. (P. M ).
5 20
Sunsets.5 46 | Length of days
....1106

THE RARU1VD PATEHT,

MARINE NEWS.

MAMtTf ACTCMBD BT

**

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Trtmont Safe sad Machine
(

Wedaradat,.Frkrssrjr fft.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Jura. (Bn Alton. Liverpool I2th Inst via
Londonderry 13th—37 cabiu aud 140 steerage lessen ger*—reports, experienced heavy westerly gales
throughout the passage; 8 AM. 22d met, lat 42 5o. loa
53 16, passed *lup Julia Farmer, bound East; 5 l’M.
same day. lat 43 08. Ion 54 36, passed a steamer bound
East, suppos'd the Europa.
Brig Elmira. Hall. Boston.
Brig Waterloo. Walker, Salem

A Libby.
Sch Anna Sargent. Alley. Boston, by R U York k
Son.
Sch Advance, Fogg. Salem, by Libby A Son.
Steamer Chesapeake, Wdiets, New York, Emery
k Fox.
The bark Sallie Bonaall, which was reported captured by the Florida, has arrived at Key West, with
the troops from the wrecked ship Planter.

DISASTERS.
Sch Hiawatha, from Bath for New York, with barand
ley
sbluglea. parted her chains Sunday night,
went
near Handkerchief Shoal Light Ship, and
ashore near the cliff. The veesei remains tight, and

Company.

Hrnnv. Treaa.

ANSON HABDT. Ageat.

Warehoane, 33 School St read. Boa too.

H. L.

DAVIS,
Portland.

M Eirhange Street
«b»

AGENT

FOB MAINE.

eod»w

~

FOR SALE.

Sch Anu. Johnson, Boston.
Steamer Lewi*ton. kuigtit. Boston.

CLEARED.
Brig Anumdale. Tilden. Cardenas, bv J D Lord.
Sch Susan E Brown, Hodgdon, New York, by Estis

Hi.Lt.

A

A

mJu

/F r

A SCHOONER of the IbUonring dlmrn.iimi* length 7* Net. hr-adth*0 Act
4 me he., depth 7 Ibet 1 inehse-fall poop.

4AaA_46 fret la length.* inches la the
-^^^^^The hull leju.t of the way*, thoroughly

dear.

rebuilt. Rigging, .par. uud .all. are about all new;
chain, and anchor. Hr.t rate. She ta In all respects
Will be ready for «ea la ten day..
euaal to new
a (bet «U.r, aad draw, a light draft
large
**
W- 8 COCHRAN, Rockland

A*

carrier,

°ffrb»'dl»A,,|,lr
~~

of Copertomhlp.
Copartnership heretofore eiietlng under the
name of N. A FOSTER A CO .le this day
duaolved by mutual eoneeat. N A Foaraa i. authorised to collect all dace, and will pay a>i debts of

DiMolMtton

THE

grin

the .aid Ira.

N. A. VASTER.
J T GILMAN,

JOSEPH B. HALL.
Portland, Feb. I. IMS.

ft-b*

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Union Meeting.
Last week

J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday'.—In the case of Walker <Sr al.

JANUARY TERM—CUTTING

Coart.

February 26.—James O’Neal, for the larceny of a watch, the property of James Harris, the circumstance* of which were published

tive influence to furnish men and means to till
tlie Army and Navy, and when we cannot
send better men in our places to fight the
country's battles, we will go ourselves.
We believe a public demonstration of “people” throughout tlie country needful to give
confidence to tlie Government, hope and courage to tlie Army, and terror to the Rebels; we
think tlie 23d of February an appropriate day
on which politicians ran lay aside all other
considerations, and s|ieak of the glorious past,
and encourage hope for tlie future.
We, therefore, would respectfully ask the
citizens of Portland to meet in the City Hall,
Feb. 23d, at 10 o'clock A. M., and give the day
to their country.
“There is hut one road to success and
peace,
and that is to be as firmly united/br our Government, as the rebels are against it.”
It was signed by 185 of the business firms
and men in this city, without distinction of

yesterday, was sentenced to the
Reform School during his minority.
Patrick McGrath, a lad of fifteen 0r sixteen
years of age, was convicted of stealing a pair
in our issue of

the store of John C.

of rubber shoes from

Tewksbury. He was let off with a floe of tl
and costs, in the hope that as this was the first
alleged offence, be would reform.
Bartlett J. Decosta was
with

picking

a

brodght up charged
pocket at the City Hall, on the

evening of the 25th.
until

HU case

was

continued

to-day.

The Lecture.—The last lecture of the M.
L. A. course, last evening, by Wendell Phil-

lips, Esq., drew one of the largest kind of audiences, and the eloquent speaker was probably never lutened to with more liked and per-

The

can

be

no

real or

The alarm of Are
ture

near

Mr.

exceedingly embarrassing to
speaker
annoying to the audience,
probably served somewhat to abridge
length of the elegant entertainment.

meeting

Hersey

the
and
the

over
some

It

upon it, and it was shored up on the outside.
The workmen were in the act of removing
the old tills, when suddenly the building

side.
feet distant from the building, and were entering the shed of Mr. Jones when the accident
occurred.
Rksioxatiox op Judge Fox.—Hon. Edward Fox hat resigned the position of Judge
of the Supreme Judicial Court, to which he
was appointed last fall, and which he has so
acceptably filled.

Though Judge Fox has given no public reafor his resignation of the office, which
was conferred upon him
unsought. It has not
excited a great deal of surprise.
His business

sons

at the Bar was worth far more than the emoluments of a Judge, and the dutl-s were far

pleasant. The duties of our Judges of
Supreme Court are arduous, and the pay
small, however great the honor may be.

more

the
is

We have beard but one man mentioned in
this quarter as the successor to Judge Fox, aud
that is Hon. W. G. Barrows,
Judge of Probate
for this county. He will have the unanimous
voice of the Cumberland Bar to exalt him to
that station.

exchanged at Richmond, state that the officers
gunboat Isaac Smith are in confinement
in Columbia, S. C. Among them is Capt. John
W. Dicks, of this city, who pas executive officer of the vessel.
This is the first intelligence
that ha* been received of the fate of Capt. D.
It was feared by many of his friends here that
of the

be was among the killed

on

board the Isaac

Smith.

Theatre.—Notwithstanding

the rush last

hear Wendell

Phillips, there was a
foil house at the theatre.
The play of Richelieu was well performed, Mr. E. L. Davenport
■attaining the character ol the Cardinal Duke.
Miss Ada Parker made a favorable impression
in her personation of Julie De Mortimer, and
•o did Mr. Kuight at Adrian De
Msuprat.
This evening is the last appearance of Mr.
Davenport, and Hamlet is to be the play.
Assault on Shipboard.—Yesterday, before Thomas Amory Debiois, Esq., U. S. Commissioner, John Hammond, second mate of

brig Young Republic, was brought up charged
with an assault upon Jose Francisco, one of
the teamen on board said brig.
The examination was continued until to-day at 11 o'clock.
tr The gross receipts
Concert, Mouday evening,

at the Promenade
amounted to about

The expenses of the affair were very
light, and the net amount will exceed the anticipations of the fair projectors of the entertainment.
Our sick and wounded soldiers
will be more comfortable for it.

9000.

b# The Annua) Concert of Prayer for Colleges and other institutions of learning will
be held to-day. The
meetiug in this city will

be at the vestry of the Third Parish Church
tills afternoon at three o’clock.

W The alarm of fire about 9 o'clock last
evening, was occasioned by the burning of a
building in Cape Elizabeth between Ferry Village and the bridge.
Mechanics’ Debate.—Another
spicy discussion is looked for at the Library room of
the Mechanic Association this
evening. If
you want

a

the committee.
There seemed to be but one

feeling

manifest

at this
■

meeting, and that was to stand by the
Government in its efforts to crush this rebel-

lion.

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO TUB-

EVEMIIfG

PAPERS.
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The Capture of the Bam Queen of the
West.
New Yobk, Feb. 2f>.
The following is from the Richmond Whig:
Port Ifitdnon, Felt. 17.—The Alexandria,
La., Democrat, received *ere, contains the
official^ report of the capture of the Queen of
the West, by Capt. J. Nelson,
commanding
the formications mi Red River. He says two
made
their
gunboats
appearance in front of
this position at 5 o'clock last evening. Alter
a brisk cannonade the
leading gunboat, the
Queen of the West, struck her colors. 1 immediately ordered Capt. Hutson, of the Crescent Artillery, aud Lieut. Delahiinlz to go on
board and demand her surrender.
These
officers report but thirteen of the officers and
crew ou board, the others
having escaped under cover of night. The visible results of the
capture consist of one 32-pouudcr rifled Parrott gun, one 24-pounder, three
12-pounders,
one
12-pounder slightly damaged, besides a
large supply of ordnance stores, and a large
supply of quinine, two cases of amputating

seat you must go

early.

Sy-Harper's Magazine for March lias been
received at A. Robinson's, No. 51
Exchange

street.

lard, bread, aud other

The bill authorizing the President to confer
brevet rank was passed.
A memorial from the Legislature of Wisconsin was presented, asking a reduction of
the paper duty.
The bill to promote the health and comfort
of the army was taken
up and passed, the
amendment by Mr. Sumner, denying tobacco
to the soldiers,
being rejected by a majority of

The Pacific Railroad bill

Bark Sallie Bonsall arrived safely at
Key
West, with government stores of the wrecked
ship Planter. This is the vessel reported to
have been captured by a reliel privateer.
The officers and crew of the Hatteras arrived at Key W’esl ou the 15th, in the
ship

Borodino.

/

dm,

unB-nepunw ox me
with over 200 Killed.

Indians

New

Yom, Feb. 25.
The Times’ correspondent at Great Salt
Lake City, under date of the 4lli InsL, stales
that Col. Connor has effectually wiped out the
hostile Indians there, in battle,
killing over

200.

Salt Lake City, Feb. 24.
It is now ascertained that 255 Indians were
killed at the battle of Bear River.
Sixty escaped at the commencement of the tight before they were flanked.
Return of the New Hampshire Seoond.
New York, Feb. 25.
The Herald's Washington dispatch says the
remnant of the 2d N. II.
Regiment, Hon. Gilman Marston
commanding, having been asto
Gen. Wool, will pass through the
signed
city, on their way to New Hampshire, to-morrow.
Col. Marston intends to All
up the ranks
of his gallant regiment as
rapidly as possible,
and they will, no
doubt, return to the Held
with flying colors.

The Augusta Age must be sadly afflicted with loss of memory, or
suppose its
readers to be. It says,
“everybody knows

that it is the radical change of the war
of the Administration,” that has

policy
interrupted
the unity of the North in favor of a
vigorous
prosecution of the war. That c hange of policy was shadowed forth first in the President’s
preliminary proclamation of emancipation, in
September, and three mouths before that the
Age was lighting the copperheads, and flying
the name of the gallant Jameson at its column
head. Why did the Age
tight those Democrats who, according to its own
were

theory,

“united to a wonderful

degree

in favor of

a

Tlgorous prosecution of the war ?” Did the
emancipation proclamation induce the Dana
movement of last year, or Uie infamous resolutions of the convention that nominated Bion
Bradbury, or the speech of Gen. Auderson on
that occasion ? The idea that the treasonable

of the opposition is the result of the
emancipation policy, is equalled in falsity and
folly only by the idea that the rebeUion is not
the result of
slavery.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Reported Death of the Rebel Gen. Forrest.

taken up.

An amendment was adopted,
providiug for
the retaining of certain per
cenlage ol the
bonds till the road was
completed. It only
applies to that portion of the road on either
slope of the Rocky Mountains.
An amendment was adopted, that the President may pay any companies mentioned in
the act, in lieu of bonds of the United
States,
an equal amount of lawful
money.
The appropriation hill was then taken
up.
A large number of amendments were acted
on, and the bill passed.
Mr. Pomeroy presented resolutions from the
Legislature of New Mexico, asking Congress
to make some provision for 660 Indian
captives now held in servitude in that
territory,
and who will be released by the act of Congress, passed June III, 1862.
Mr. Arnold offered a resolution, which was
adopted, requesting the President to communicate the proceedings of the court martial in
the case of Commatiler Hunter.
Mr. Davis introduced a bill for the
payment
of officers and soldiers who
actually rendered
service in the army without being
regularly
enrolled.
Mr. Kice introduced a bill to secure the
right of trial by jury in land cases iu California.

Complimentary Teetimonin,

jected.

Mr. It icklifle offered an amendment,
giving
States the power to appoint officers over companies and regiments raised under this bill.
Rejected—55 against 104.
The question was taken on Mr. Colemau's
motion, to strike out the section providing
that the neglect to provide substitutes shall
subject the delinquent to trial as a deserter.
Disagreed to—fill against 88.
Mr. Holman offered a substitute,
enrolling
and ((liering conscripts by Stales.
Rejected—
44 against 108.
The House then passed the Senate's bill for
enrolling and calling out the ualional forces,
with the above mentioned amendments made
by the House, together witli one striking out
from the duties of Provost Marshals the one
to enquire into and
report to the Provost
Marshal General treasonable practices.
Tile vote was—yeas 115. nays 49.
Mr. White, from the Select Committee, rea bill,
appropriating $10,000,000 to aid
Maryland in emancipating slaves.
Alter some debate it was committed.
The House took a recess until 7 o’clock.

ported

Kerning .Session.—Mr. White of Indiana,
frdtn the Select Committee on
Emancipation,
reported a bill appropriating 15,000,<J0U bonds
for the abolishment ol slavery In Missouri.
Messrs. Hall and Vallandigham severally
raised questions ol order, the latter
insisting
that the committee could not report a new
bill, but only those which were referred to
thvm as amended by the Senate.
The Speaker overruled the point
Mr. Hall appealed from the decision.
On motion of Mr. Washburne, the
appeal
was tabled—79 against 37.
Mr. Maynard, rising to a question of privilege, stated that Mr. George W. Bridges,
elected member from the third district of
Tennessee, had arrived, uud be moved the
gentleman he admitted to a seat
Mr Davis briefly advocated his admission,
staling that Mr. Bridges, while on bis way to
Washington from Tennessee, was arrested aud
taken back to East Tennessee, and bad but
recently been released troui rebel custody.
Alter refusing, by a large vote, to icier the
credentials of Bridges to the Committee on
Elections, that gentleman was sworn iu as a
meuilier.
The hill to amend the internal revenue act
was taken up in Committee of the Whole on
the Stale ol the Union.
The bill was variously amended, and without concluding action, the House found itself
without a quorum, and at 10 1-2 o’clock ad-

journed.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Grand

the Conduct of the War to

Report

Soon.

D. H.
AT

THE
-.relie2d*“‘l

W. H. Phillip,,
E. Wheeler,
A. D Smith,
Papt. L. Pennell.
< apt C. H. Rich,
W. K. Rhode*.

lor

military
UNDER

important matters belore Hie close of tiie
session.
(Sen. McClellan will lie examined to-morrow.
The resolution of the legislature of New
Mexico was presented to the Senate to-day,
asking compensation to the owners of about
OKI Indian captives and for a law to return
them to their several tribes.
Tile Senate to-day iu executive session coutlrined Hie nomination of V\% 1*. Blodgett as
naval officer at Providence, It. I., iu place of

on

Fisher

resigned.

Judge Watts, delegate

from New Mexico,
lias received advices from Elpazo that the
French, 8000 Strong, have captured Gunyamas
and were marching on IlermosUla, the capita!
of the Mexican State of
Souujta. The reason
for the invasion is stated to bnn consequence
of Gov. Pesquiera contlscating the goods of
Frenchmen and banishing them from Sonora.

Meetiny

on

Board Ship Lucy

On

M

Feb. 36th, 1863.

The next meeting of thi. Amoeiation foi
Lxcti-kk* xxd Dkiivtx* will be held Thnr»da* evening. Feb. W, at it o'clock, iu theii
Tj'
^

very choice 1 00.
Beef—quiet; Prime Mess 20 00 a, 23 00.
Pork—a shade firmer; Me** 15 00 for old, and 17 00
<9 17 52* for new.
Sugars—active and j
* better; New Orleans 10*
9 13]; Muscovado 10* b 11*; Havana lo* a loj.
CortW*—firm and adtanciug; Rio 35; Java 39.
Molasses—active aud firm; New Orleans 43 a 57;
Porto Rico 48; Muscovado 40.
Freights to Liverpool— firm; flour 2*; grain 7d.
Wool—firm aud in good demand.

Rraolred, That Slavery it

Question for

God and the rights of man ; that efforts to sustain it
in this country have involved us in civil war; that
any political party whose principle* tend to perpetuate the institution is
unworthy of confidence or support ; and that the surest aud shortest method of return to permanent peace lies in
vigorously sustaining the preseut Administration.
Pur order of Committee,
frba*
V. M. ( ARSLKY, 8fe'y.

SITUATION as Clerk or
in tom<
wholesale store, by a young married man whe
would like to loan his employers a thousand dollars
W ould not object to
forming a Copartnership with
some one already in busiuess.
References exehaug
ed for a few davit onlv.
BUSINESS. Box 2220, Portland P. O.

_

th*

Another Pirate Steamer Beady

learn «H* Sign and Ornamental painting bust
Ont woo has a decided taste for the bust
preferred. Enquire of J. B. HUDSON. Jb
febl7—d2w
27 Market Square
——————

T. S.

HATCH,
-AT H18-

/IfVOVSTEB SALOON.

W

N#

AfifV

,19. 113 IICIAYCI ST.,

from

England.
Arrival and

Departure

of Steamers.

New York, Fell. 25.
The negro crew of the ship Lucy Thompson mutinied as the ship was about to sail today. A sharp struggle occurred, iu which the
mate, Mr. Blackstoue, was knocked down and
struck with a belaying pin. CapL Crocker
seeing his danger, tired a pistol, wouuding one
i of the mutineers, when the wiioie
gang were
driven forward. The harbor police then arrested the mutineers—HI in number.
Dispatches received per steamship Glasgow
state the new steamer 2IKI was
lying at anchor
In the Mersey on the 5th inst..and w as
expected to sail in a few days for the rebel rendezvous.

The steamship Asia sailed for
Liverpool towith Ou passengers and
$560,430 iu specie.
Tiie steamers Borussta and City of Washington arr.ved at 10 o'clock to-night. News

day

anticipated.

Powder Works Blown up.—Fourteen Persons
Killed.
The
works

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 25.
packing house ol Dupont's powder
exploded at two o'clock this afternoon.

Fourteen persons

badly
was

wounded.

were killed and several more
Not a great deal of

done to the other works.

damage

on the corner of Prospect
nnd Casco streets—the basement finished for a store. A good stand for a family Grocer.

Two Lott of Land, one on Spring and one ou
8pruce street. Either wonid be exchanged for a
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle street,
Portland.
X. L MITCHELL.
feb!7—eodSm

To be Let.
in the second

story,
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building.
CHAMBERS
of

Fresh. Oysters.
lyFRIED CLAMS served at all hours.

substitute for Nature's matchless

Notice of

we

febl24«

Copartnership.

ifnder.igned have thi. day formed a Copart
uer.hip, for the purpose of tranaaeting the

THE

GROCERY

is agent for the Sambuci brandy,
article made from the Sambuci

And

Jau2tf

EDWIN PABKER.
SIMON E ARMSTRONG.

_

Portland, Feb. 1«, ISBg.

frblS dtf

b}l!

-ALSO-

Pew No. 90 in Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low if applied for soon, as
mv business takes me out of the State.
For terms. Ac, call on Freeman Brad font. Eaq,,
98 Exchange Street
Z. K HARMON.

fcbl9twdftw86

CiHOCERlES.

prescription, or the suggestions of an
unperverted and sober judgment. We are
told that the sales of Mr. Speer's wine are
quite large, and that, in this market, it is fast
gaining upon the base adulterations with

TO LET.
Floor,

Third

streets.
THE

PARKER A ARMSTRONG
their friends aud the
respectAilly
WOULD
public in general, that they hare just put In
inform

NO* 17 SILVER

opposite

musical

dog

master

on

together with tlie u*ual variety of goods kept in a first
class grocery, which they intend to sell at lair prices,
aud to deliver to auy part of the city rm oj

endowed with

t'HARUK.

N. B.-Best
hand.

ou

dreadfully" whenever his
the piccolo. Oue day the

played oil
brought out his favorite iuslrument and
played an accompaniment to oue of the airs of
an urgan grinder.
The dog was in extacies or
in agonies, it is difficult to tell w hich. After
howling for a few minutes, and going through
with divers gyrations, the dog suddenly rolled
over and
expired. He could stand the piccolo
alone, but added to the organ it proved too

Portland, Feb. 16. 1863.

w* [f defense of negro slavery is not the
chief concern of the present democratic party,
how happens it that the moment a Republican,
no matter If of the most intensified
stamp, re-

tiuardiau of EUa* M., George B., Asa F., aud Ar
ty,
tnur K. Jacobs, nuuors aud beir* of Elia*

;

\

Jacobs
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following reai
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, aud subject tc
the life estate of Elisa Fickett, to wit: tive-sev entl
parts of three acres of laud situated iu Stroudwatc-f
village, in common and undivided with Nahun
Fickett aud Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said laud, and situated in the rewi
of the bouse now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLENS JACOBS. Guardian.
Also, at the same time and place w ill be sold the
oue-seveuth part of said land owned Yy Ellen Jacob*
and all tbe life estate of Elisa Fickett of aforesaid
bind
febdo dlaw4w

Portland and Boston Line.

praised

and

the land ? The case of Thurlow Weed is in
point His refusal to support President Lin-

dtf

No. 27

Exchange St.

MARINE
Railnnjr

( halm and Track Irons.

undeniined ht» bwn appointed Agent for
X the sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United Mates and British North America.mannfactored by IIkmry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
!• real Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron pesuited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be" 96 tons per
inch of sectional area. l‘arti»s wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kiuds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. ('. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I CRANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
Nbw Bedford. Mass.
JanlO *62 dlawly*

fpHE

j

TOWN

AND

j
!

|

09

;

PRINTING,
and

Promptly Executed

Press Ofllo©.

!

dHaw

responsible

FROST

*

FRYE,

-DEALERS IB-

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO Commercial Street.
AMAKIAH FROST.

AllDIftOll FRY E.

Portland, February 4, 1868.

eodtf

____

EMPLOYMENT
0 ERMA NS.

!

RALLY!
gentlemen aud one

FEW' respectable German
ladv, of good address, with references as to iu>
dustry, integrity, aud morality, can find permanent
employment and good pay br calling at the couutei
of
VIRTUE, YOH8TOM k UO.,
feb28 eodlw*
181 Middle Street.

A

Proposal* for Fresh Serf.

!

PROPOSALS will be received by the
at Augusta, Mr.. until the 4th day
March. 1863, at 6 o'clock IV M for supplies of Fresn

SEALED
undersigned,

Beef for the use of Recruits at Augusta, Me., for
three months from date of contract. The Beef to be
furnished must be of good and wholesome quality,
cut aud sawed, (neck aud shanks excluded.) aud delivered at such times aud iu such quantities, from
time to time, as shall be designated by the Acting
Assistant Commissary of Subsistence. The undersigned reserves the right to reject any and all bids
Eudorse
deemed unsatisfactory.
l'roposals tor
THOS.C. J BAlLfcY.
Fresh Beef.”
1st Lient. 17th Infantry. A A. C. 8.
Mead Quarter# Volunteer Recruiting Service,
Auausta. Me. Feb. 2Dth, 19R8
feb23 dtnichl

For Suit*.
a

A

At m
/7l\!C\

THE good Sch Volabte. well toned

in Mill End rigging, be
She ha, good
anchors aud a good bo»t. carrlc
tonr-wo refitted la»t toll and pat in
good condition for bu.me.a 8be I, perfectly aonnd, and will he sold low. For ten** and
farther information addreaa
WM A. FERNALD.
»*>*' dtw
New Bedford. Feb. 18. PW8

1?#

Trusses! Trusses! Trusses!
BRACER ! Shoulder Brace, ! AbDumb Bella! Dumb Balk 1

SHOULDER
dominal Supporter, !
For eale at
janWeodOm

LOBING'S DRUG STORE

mar

nlat

fnevvv

i^ks !•

k-

Tenth—That a printed copy of these rules and rsf*
ulations shall be pot up and kept in a rows
pics oss
place inside of every car used on their road.
And also upon tbe farther condition that said Kailroad Company shall accept the locatioa herein before
specified, and agree to the several provisions, eoodi-

WITH
COUPONS,
Town Motes and Orders,

Neatly

> ho

er.

Corporation. Bonds,
AID ALL OTHER B1BD

A*

children.

I

supply

•

ii'Ak

&rr-Hth— That the Conductor, and driver of ooah
car .hall kwp a vigilant watch for all tram*, carriagw. pcreoua on foot, and specially tor
and upon the Icaat appear*ucc of danger to tuck
team*, carriage., pereoua. or children, the car .hall bo
•topped in the .hurt ret tine poMibto
Eighth—That the Couuuctor. do aot allow ladtoo
or children to eater or Wove the care while ia nolion.
.Vi*!A—That do wait or other article shall be need
in remov
iug snow or ice from their track* which may
prove injurious to sleighs or other vehicles crossing
them, without theconseut of the Street Commlaaioa-

Spikes

Foreat City, Lewiaton and Montreal

Will, until further notice, run ai
follow*:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland
every Monday, Tuesdav, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 7 o’clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabiu
.91 SO
on Deck.
1.26
Freight takeu as usual.
The Company are not
for baggage tc
any amount exceeding 960 in value, and that person
al. unless notice is giveu and paid for at tbe rate oi
one passenger for every 9600 additional value.
Feb. 18, 1868.
dtf
L. BILLINGS. Agent.

fed to

crowing

culiarly

—AT TUB—

coln's

emancipation policy has, in the estimation of the journals referred to, translated him
from an odious “black republican” to an archangel of democracy. Iu Ids case, in the eyes
of modern democrats, anti-emancipation has
become the mount of transfiguration.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

Sept. 16.1862.

THE STEAMERS

fuses to endorse

emancipation, he is quoted,
glorified by every cop|>erhead in

fib. 19

WILL

—

rattlesnake's mate," and a very proper sort of
mate it is for that emblematic
reptile.

tf

Ouarslmu's Male.
be sold at private sale, or public auction,
by order of tbe liou. Judge of Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
March tbe 18th day, in tbe A M. 11 o'clock, at the
dwelling ot Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Coun-

much for his nervous system. Wonder how
such a dog— so natural a critic
would be
alfbcted by a fashionable concert
an Italian

copperhead is known hi scientific circles as the
trigonocephalus contortrU—so carted, says
tile Troy (N. V.) Times, because the animal
has “triangles iu the head" and is remarkable
for its contortions, whenever any vigorous war
measure is proposed by the Administration.
Linnwus named the creature 6o<t(anglice,Bore)
contortrU, with a prophetic reference to the
intolerably tedious prelectious of Mr. James
Brooks. In districts where the suake abounds,
it is known among the common
people as “the

quality FAMILY FLOUR constant]*
EDWIN BARKER.
.SIMON E. AKMaTRONG.

master

Coppekii bads.—Students of natural history will be glad to learn, that the American

THE

STREET,

Sugar*, Spiceu, Ac., Ac*,

great country, where

The last story is that of
at Oroville, which was accus-

take

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corof the new brick block. > orner of Lime and
Milk Streets, direct!v factug the market. Krist ow.
Enquire at office of

Milk .St.— a

complete assortment of choice
Butter, rhee*«\ Lard. Flour,
Nlolafts***, Fifth, Tt*us 4'oflee,

sensibilities.

tomed to

Tempi
JanlO

Store,

Speer.

tile brute animals seem to be
accute

of Middle and
86 State Street.

corner

Enquire at

ner

which the country is flooded and the sick are
imposed upen. H. II. Hay & Co. are general

a

to Let.

Commercial Street, bead of Hobson’a Wharf
Inquire of J. U. HAMLEN,
Office on llobaon’a Wharf.
aep4tf

we

E44ILY

said

For hale.

ON

»

passed,

HOUSE AND LOT. No. 9 Cedar street.near
the new school house—lot 40 K by 90; conHmI talus 13 room* with all the conveniences, and
in good order; la nuitable for two familiea.

Cooper's Shop

Aldxrmrr,

direoTSin

DOLE

connected with Unto* Hall a desirable location for
a BtfirtUng fin«*<•. or for two private dwellings.
Time and payment# to suit the purchasers.
For farther particulars applv to DR THOMAS H.
BKHSLIN, or
CHARLES MUbSEY.
feb2 d4w

NO. 17 SILVER STR EFT,
Directly oppoeite Milk Street.

of which he has sent us, which
as a
beverage, but
will be held sacred for the only purposes (or

*y California is

A. T.

A LOT OF LAND. 92 feet on Free street.
H"L containing about 4000 square feet, with a block
JmL of two three-storied brick Hous*» thereon,
numbered 75 and 77. containing 21 room* and attic—

BUSINESS.

bare taken the Store,

occasion for

agents for Mr.

Store 99
Possesslow

over

A Valuable Property ou Free st,
FOR SA1.F..

(Between Federal and Middle Street.,)
la receiving daily, and ierving up in every variety

opera, for example? Such an institution would
probably kill at forty rods.
to sail

THE House

nets.

neus

Speer
irni»orted
grape, a sample

a

feblO tf

For Sulr.

given immediately. Inquire

TO

commend
it where any kind of wiue is needed for curative purposes, as an article worthy of confidence.

no

across

An Apprentice Wanted.

hilarating.

have

streak of white

a

Any person who finds her shall be suitably re
by returning her or jriving information to
JOSEPH SEVERANCE, i'orntah. Me
Or by leaving word at the Prrvs office.
fcbM-ST\ f

warded

vation, and the article he puts up is guaranteed to be pure by men who enjoy the amplest
means of knowing all the facts relating to it
It in not intoxicating, only very slightly ex-

slaking thirst, but

the other had

^nkle;
boel.

position, and that what he receives for a pure
article m3y be but a base counterfeit
Not so
with Speer's wine.
Mr. S. has forty acres of
the Sambuci or Portuguese grape under culti-

for

Stolen.

or

A BAY MARE, weighing about 1000 pounds, foui
J*. years old. Her off hind loot was white to the

humble observer of the Christian ordinances
feels almost sure that he is the subject of im-

as a

Offlrr fo LH.
Middle street, centrally aitnntrd
of
ONand ea»y door.
Apply at Xo. 81 Cnmmereial Street.

—ALSO—

Utrayed

adulteration of liquors has been reduced to a
science, it is next to impossible to procure a
pure article of port wine for medicinal purposes, while, for sacramental purposes, every

article

ou

Office on Lime SI., adjoining Pont Office.
Port lend, Frb *), 1*3.
3w

>

aid

—

ncceaa.

Xs

this pure juice of the grape, manufactured
by
Mr. Alfred Speer in Newark, N. J. Since the

provision

I

Mayor

of said road shall ha iom
under the direction aud to the sat is (action of tha
Committee on Street* and of the Street
(omm Isa loner. and also that the form aad kind of
rail to he-»
•hall be aaitslhctory to said Committee and M Commissioner. and appro red of by them. Said looatsoa
beginning at or near the depot of tha Atlantic h St.
Lawrence Railroad, aud thence extending with one
track orer the following streets, rig; an India itrsat
to Its junction with Middle, thence from
tbejanatfoa
of Indm and Middle streets
ap Middle to the hand of
Preble street, thence from the head of Preble street
over Preble street to Portland
street, thanes from tha
Junction of Preble and Portland streets over Torelaud street to its Junction With Parris street. thonea
from the Junction of Portland aad Parris
atresia
orar said Parris street to its
junction with Koaaoboa
street, thence from the Inaction of maria aad Ksane bee streets orer said Kennebec street
to Green
street, thence from the Junction of Kennebec ud
Green streets orer Dee ring's
to tha Has of
Bridge
Westbrook. And diverging from this rant# ia Co*,
grem street near the bead of Preble street, aad ratmding therefrom by two tracks over said Congress
street To the head of High street, tbanco from tha
junction of Congrem aad High at ream with oa* track
over High street to tipring street, ttwao*
from tha
Junction of High and Spring streets over Spring
street to Clark street, thence from the
Janettes of
Spring aad Clark streets over Clark street so Pin*
street, thence from the Junction or Clark and Pina
streets over said Pina street to Congramstraot, tbsaca
from the junction of Pine and
Coogrcm streets over
Congress street to bead of High street, so as to ooanect with the tracks hereinbefore •peetded. aad axlending to the bead of Preble street, and thenos by
one track from the junction of
Congrem and Preble
streets orer said Congrem street to Atlantic street.
Also diverging from Congrem street In front of tha
new Ctty Building at the head of Exctaro
street,
and extending over said Exchange street to
Middle Street, with such turnouts as may he aoeeuaary for the mfe and convenient operation of mid read,
and lor reaching their car bourn. The tracks of said
railroad shall be laid in or near tha son ter of the
streets above named aa shall he determined by the
Ctty Engineer, and the Committee oa Streets, aad
the carves aroand the corners of all streets shall ha
located by the City
Engineer under the direction of
mid ( ommitteo, aad with the co-operation of the Directors or mid Railroad
Company
And this location is granted
upon tha express coalition that In the construction of mid tracks, blocks
of stone of rack form and site as tha Atreet Coasmiw
donor and City Eogiaeor than
WWd
down inside aud oatside of each rail. And moo tta
farther condition that said Railroad Comnauvstaa
pave with the best of stone material between tha re*
and to tha distance of eighteen inches oatside thereof. whenever aad wherever the streets of tha ctty
are
and between the doable tracks wbarersr
doable tracks are laid aad as soon as they are laid,
through which said rails are laid, aad whenever
Wherever said streets are macadaadted. said Camps*
ny shall macadamise between mid raila aad eighteen
inches oataide thereof, and wherever said streets are
made of gravel or mod or other material*, said Company shall am the same materials hatwoaa and oatside the rails as aforesaid, aad all this work shall ha
done to the mils tact ion of the Street Commimtoaar
and the < 'ommittee on Streets. A nd upon the fhrthsr
condition that whenever there shall ho snow or ice la
•aid streets to the depth or six Inches og Isas, mid
Railroad Company mat remove the same from their
tracks by shovels or by
using such kind of snow
plough aa the Street I o m music or r shall appears of.
provided they level it ot aad grade on laid* of Ihoir
rails so as as to allow
sleighs and other nhisies to
pass along mid streets and orar their rail* with safety and convenience. But whenever there is sottd saow
or ice exceeding the
depth of « inches In said streets,
then said Railroad Company shall not ha allowed to
remov e the same from their rails withoot Ant attaining the consent of the Street Commissioner, approved by the ( ommittee on strem*. and than our
upon condition that they haul it of and grad* tb*
streets wherever said snow or ice I* so removed, ts
the satisfhetion of the Street < ommwsioaor. Bat if
their consent for removing said snow or fee is refesod,
then said Railroad ( ompany is authorized to am a
sufficient number of sleighs to convey passengers over
their rood until the can can be used on their tracks.
And upon the further condition that said Railroad
Company shall laithfnllr observe aud obey the followI ng rules gad regulations lu
using their road, vis
First—That no car shall be drawn at a greater speed
on their rood than six miles aa hoar.
Secnmd—That while the cars are teralag the oornen from one street to another tha horse* stall not
be driven fester than a walk.
Third—The can driven In the samp direction atall
not approach each other within a distance of three
hundred feet, except ia cam of accident or at stations
fborfk—Ttat can running in diAhrent direction*
shall not be allowed to stop abreast each other
except
at stations.
F|ffh—That pocan shall he allowed to stop on A
cross-walk nor in front of an intersecting street, except to avoid collisions or prevent danger to nereoM
in the streets.
Sixth—That in earn the Conductor of any ear ia revjuired to stop at the intersection of two streets ts receive or land passengers, the car shall be so stopped

York St.

on

or

in^ood

raeond

Immediately,

"«J town »nd village, an agent of oithei
«ex to engage in a
light and protiiable butiueei
Dj which from 88 to 812 per week can be made. Per
eon* having leisure evening* can make from 60
cent!
to 81 per eveuing
A sampl
with lull particu an
sent by mail to all who inclose thicks letter
stampc
(9 cents) and address IRA RUSSELL k CO.,
feb4dlm«w8t34*
Hooksett, N. H.

Speer’s Sambuci Wine.—We know we
ahall offend no one, not even the moat fastidious, in speaking of the excellent qualities of

base.

large lots,

0®e Store and Lot ou Union Street.
Two Houses and Lots on Church Street.

^Addrvw

Wanted

with

Dwelling House and Lot

Book-keeper

A

79}

It is alleged to have no alcoholic
We do not advocate even this harmless

Brick Dwelling Houses
Green Street.
TWO
One wooden

Wanted*

Board

rosTE*.

,he 1’or"“d »»<« romt Arena*
KmlronU C ompany shall be located ia the ctrr of
Cortland as follows: but upon the express condition
to the location that said Railroad
Company shall at
l1'the rails are laid down, heap
order and complete repair, at their own
expense
that portion or all streets
through which thssaisi
rails we or may he laid,
between the rails, and
lying
also that portion ol the street lying oataide of the
rails and adjacent thereto,
extending one foot aad a
hair from ana outside of each rail,
threuboat tha
whole length of said railroad ia the atreeta
of the
City of Portland; aad also that the work of laying
down the tr acts and rails

BY JOHN C. PROCTOR.

WANTS.... I.OST.

Erie .
United States fl's 1841 coupons..108*
United States 6’s 1881 registered.100*

la

SALeT

REAL ESTATE FOR

F*

..

The Joint Standing Committee ou street* At to
whom was referred petition and
papers relating to
the Portland A
forest Avenue Horse Railroad”
ask leave to submit the
following Report for Inna
tionof said Horse Railroad, and for Raise
and
Regulation* thereof.
Fer order of the Committee.
9. W. LAKKaBBE, Chairman.

JOHN C. PROCTER.
Street, adjoining the Post Office.

Lime
feb23 dtf

.«

Shipping Board..

Spruce Hank.
( heap Pine Board.

Br

THE Tnre# Story Dwelling House and Lot,
No. 27 York street—the lot containing about
12.000 feet of land; the honse well finished
and in good order. For sale on reasonable terms,
or would be exchang'd for a
good modern built
house, in a good l«>cation.
For farther particulars inquire of

violation of the laws ol

r*11®
••

••
«•

luHib

Portland, Dec, lit A18(HL

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

Discussion.
a

"

••

Augusta

1*2*600 Pine lapboarde- planed
*0,000 spruce t lapboard.
100,000 Extra Cedar Sliingl,.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

akk invited.

bbl* Arcade
( hicuaw

26.*.®
60.000

Hail.

The Public

3-10ths.106*
Harlem.3gl

W
66
60

Principal,

|Ta

United State* demand note*.
171*
Amoricau iiold, .171»
Canton Company.
] 26*
Cumberland ^preferred. 2)
New York Central.119*
Pacific Mail.165*

wJ

on

!• C. HI. Association.

971

i!

1)th.
charge of the former PrinciMiss 11. Hawkes.
The course of study will embrace all the tranches
usual.y attended to in such institutions
There will also be a department for Children.
For terras, Ac., application maybe made to the
at 217 Cumberland street, after March |Ui"
Portland, Feb. 14, l*M.
ed3w*eodiw*

S

Michigan Southern.fill
Michigan Central. 9s
Missouri 6's. 63*
Tennessee 6*s,. 6fll

At Wholmlr !
BUSHELS Extra Mealing Corn.
7 000 40"
Bbl* 8,°« «»«• **»*.

pal.

Ticket*. One Dollar-to be obtained of the Committeoor Arrangements.
MUSIC-By Chandler’s Band. Dancing to
commence at 8 o’clock.
feb!9 d7t

“"^I.OlULwTOr

1..

!

ACADEMY,

NORTH BKIDGfON, MAINE.

Institution for the instruction of young ladies and misses, will be re-opened
THIS
Monday,
March
under the

Floor Manager)—G. W. True, II. T.
Hummer, 8
F.Bea oe.C.U.Littlefield.Perry
Oliver, F. B.Knights.

Slock Market.
New Yoke. Feb. 25.

*r?eb28

No. 28

Casco Sired Seminary.

Hanson.

Second Bf**rd.—Stocks dull and lower.
Chicago k Rock Islaud,.. 93*
Cleveland k Toledo,. 96
Oalena k Chicago,.
98?
Cleveland k Pittsburg
68*
Illinois Central scrip. 91
Panama,.
1A5

5,421 cottNKro^7iB?0“?0
tHAS

be made to the
OLRGIN,
High Street.

inar

**

jan31 d3awAw33

u!

Library

A

brings

Committee of Arrangement)—Prea. G. W. True
Vice Pres. II. T. Plummer,
Sec'y S. F' Bearce, Trees’
H. Littledeld, J. M. Stevens, R. II. Waite J W
Plaisted. Moses Day, F. B K nights. Perry Oliver,
F. Dnnkwater, H. C. Skillings, H. H.
Haley, G. A

\

Fore Street.

nixed Cora.

Monday,

THE

DIRECTION OF THE

Thursday Evening,

VVEWOTOX,
J<VJr
-V
Mo. IS*

Young I a.
on

’as®

UTMEOS lor Tilt, la*

'luireof

feb23
,12..
frb.d,i2..

■

Spring Term of this Institution wiU commence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1»63, and
contiuue
eleven weeks.
C. K. Hilton.A. M
Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton. A. M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elisabeth
Hi.ton,
teacher of Music; Miss L. K. (.ibbs, Teacher of
Drawing and Painting.
The Trustees of this institution are
happv to an*
nouixe to the public that the services or the
Rev.
f ranklin leaton have been secured for the
Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton
with him a rich experience. and the well earned
reputation of a success Ail
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a
Primary
Department will be formed under the superviaioa o!
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve
veers of
*111 be admitted for 02.00 per terra.
Board near the Academy 02.00
per week, wood and
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses bv
7
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan. 20, 1803.

DIRIGO ASSOCIATION!
AT HECHANICS’ 1TAT.T.,

—

Thompson.

AT

and Civic Ball!
THE

application

IRIDOTON

fit

GBAND FIREMEN'S,

term*, Ac

P7"k.W,
feblg diw*

HTFLOOR TICKETS SI.OO; Gallery 50 ceutsto be had or the Manager,, aud at R. L.
Kobiu.ou’a,
under Lancaster Hall.and at Paine’, Music Store.
LF Dane in g to commence at 8 o'clock.
feb25 td

M

Term of thia School for
wiU comI"*nce

LL,A11 *-

Ifabaei*.

NO. 28 HIGH STREET.

Manager*.

Wheat—dull and unchanged; Winter Red Western
174 9 I 79; Amber Michigan 1 79@ 1 81.
Corn—lc lower; Mixed Westeru sound 98 j* 99,

year certificates

1

10

SC IIO O

f lour.

r^tia... n... n,

dlw

SELECT
Spring

ician's

Washington, Feb. 25.
It is probable that the Committee ou the
Conduct of the War will report to Congress

Portland, Feb. 1», l%W.

^n*?*
1*7 < onunerrial Street.

S”S3r!«
i«iw

Scion of their

Airt.

18 Brown Street.

mao.

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,March 4,1803.
J. II. Barberick,
A. J. Locke,
F. W. Paisley,
Frank G Rich,
J. B. Rack left,
G. W. True,

C"

Flour,

8YM0NDS will commence the
School tor Yocw
Mice* on MONDAY, March 2d «
their room* in Mechanlo'Hall.
Application may Ik- made and circular* obtained

Chandler,

LANCASTER

M A., Principal.

-OH-

would recommend it—lo meet the
wants of the sick-room in response to a
phys-

Capture of Guayimas bp the French.

TH®
Spriug
LADIM

7 90 « 9 75.

we

Confrrssloiml Proceedings.

Bali

—

an
on

Complimentary

J01UIS0*’

Select School.

-TO-

—

one

d2wAKKLA

IMfll

give a

unite to

Coffee inactive
Rice dull.
Linseed oil
44s 6d ® 45a 6d.
via.
[Latest
Londonderry.]
Cotton sales for the week were 25.000 bales. Including 6000 to speculators aud 9»l to vx|Mirters. T ie
market opeued very dull at a decline on all
qualities,
but Americau aud ludiau news caused a reaction,
though not sufficient to cover the full decline; prices
closed weak at a decline of Jd for American. There
was no material change in Sural*
The sales on
Friday were 6000 bales, lueludiug 2500 to »peculat»rs
aud exporters. The market closed lirm at the following authorized quotations: New Orleans fair 26d;
middling 22j; Mobile fair 25; middling 21] Upland
fair 24; iniduliug 21J. The stock in port is 394,000
hales, of which 55.000 are American.
Breadstuff* dull.
Provisions flat.
Lo.toox. Friday, P. M.
Consols closed at 92| @
92] tor money.
American Stocks
Illinois Central shares 41 discount ; Erie 43 a 44.

Mr.

Committee

fet/251 media*

T.?„*

SSfL iWalSSLS^3

__

The variou* Dancing Associations in Portland will

aniet.
riner, at

United States 6*s
T.-easury 7

'• “«• -

D. H. CHANDLER!

Commercial.
Per steamship Jura at Portland.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. Jau 12.—The
•ales for four days were IW.000 hales, of which 10,500
were to speculators and
exporters. The market
opeued heavy and lower, but the Hibernian's news
caused au advance of Id a Id.
LIVERPOOL BBEADSTUFFS MARKET-Messrs
Richardson, Spence A Co., aud others, report flour
null; sales at 22 <g 2,'s P hbl. Wheat inactive;
very
Red Western !>» tv 9a 9<l; Red Southern 9s lod a. 10s;
White Western 10s ty 11a; White Southern fls a.
12s. Corn dull; Mixed 29s Gd; While 81s a 32*
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET— Beer
quiet hat steady. Pork quiet but steady. Bacon
quiet. Lard at 89 a; 40*. Tallow declining
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MA RK ET-Ashes quiet,
at 81 ft 32s Gd lor Pot» aud Pearls.
Rosin quiet
but steady.
Spirila Turpentine nominal. Sugar

New York Market.
New York. Feb. 25.
Cotton—dull, at 90 ;§ 91 for middling uplands.
Flour
State ana
Western
without decided
change: Superfine State? 25 @ 7 60; Extra do 7 76 ug
8 00: choice 8 06 tv 8 25; Round Hoop Ohio SuOa*
tv 9 00; Supertim* Western 7 25
8 25; choice do
'■& 7 60; common to good Extra Western 7 85 » 8 25;
Southern declining: Mixed to good 7 9<J
$ 80:—
Fancy and Extra640 a lo 60; < aumda dull; FIxtra

Liverpool Salt.

800
'Vb“

T'sea.-iiHii'.-i-'s-

—TO—

of cavalry—are this side of Columbia,
Tenn.,
and it is reported they are
carrying off all able
bodied contrabands South. A portion was
within four miles of Franklin last night. The
federal lines are at Franklin. There is a
large
force under Gen. Gilbert at that
place. So
fears are apprehended of an attack. The rebels report Forrest's death.
It is not believed
here, however. The railroad runs to Ilaspeth
river, one mile this side of Franklin.
There has been a heavy rain all
day. The
river is rising rapidly, and will probably overthe
flow
bank.

nvvobi

The bill to organize the national forces was
taken up.
Mr. Thomas favored the bill.
Mr. Crittenden followed.
The House proceeded to vote on the amendments.
It adopted one contlniug tile t* rm of
service to the present rebellion, and not to exceed,three years. Also one proviiling that all
persons, in tune of war or rebellion, found
lurking or acting as spies about fortifications
and ea ups ol the army, shall lie tried
by general court martial or military commission, and
on conviction shull sutler death.
Several amendments were otfered and re-

merchandise]1

Franklin Family School for
Boys,
TorsttAM, ME.

Feb. 25.
Gen. Wheeler’s whole force—four
brigades

—

Adjourned.

EDUCATIONAL.

BALlTl

FOURTH OF MARCH

Nashville,

which

crew.

aitviu

was

in proportion.

From Key West—Arrival of the Officers and
Crew of the Hatteras.
New Yobk, Feb. 25.
Steamer Star of the South, from Key West
18th, arrived at noon. She has on board as
Blake and
other
{tasseiigere Commander
officers of steamer Hatteras, and 102 of the

course

The Continental
Monthly and Harper
for March, have been received. For sale
by
H. L. Davis and E. C. Andrews.

stores

Daily Press.
SENATE.

!

Rebels Stealing Contrabands.

TUF.

XXXVII CON GUESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 25.

instruments, clothing, flour, bacon, beef, pork,

Capt. Dicks a Prisoxer.—Two sutlers of
the 7th N. H. regiment, who have just been

evening to

was

meetings, to the committee, for them to report
at an adjourned meeting.
The meeting then adjourned to Wednesday
eveuiug next, March 4th, 7 1-2 o’clock, at the
same place, unless sooner called
together by

fastened

which could not be seen from the outThe boys, be says, were some thirty

some

then voted to refer the whole subject
matter of the public meeting, or a series of

it.—

Portland

so numer-

were out, Mr. Lynch
remarks upon the necessity for,
aud the beuetlls that would arise from such

He says every precaution was taken to ensure
safety, and instead of undermining one of the
old sills, a new one was put in in its place, and

it,

made some remarks upon tlie

While the committee

meetings.

ed

Mr.

W. L. Southard, Henry B. Hart,
Cyrus
Sturdevant, II. J. Libby, Win. ltoss, N. O.
Cram, Jonas II. Perley, N. P. Woodbury, Andrew Spring, Frank Crawford, A. K. Shurtleff,
N. J. Miller.

building on Oxford street which toppled
last week. In which he desires to correct

crushed at one corner, which was owing, entirely to the outer edge of the posts being rotten, and also the tenon of the Joist that enter-

by

chosen

the necessary arrangements.
The committee reported the
following names
for the Committee of Arrangements:

made

building thoroughly

order

Stephen Patten, in which the
speakers expressed the opinion that there
should l>e a series of meetings held here, and
that accomplished spuakers should be invited
to address them, a committee,
consisting of
Messrs. Shurtleff, Steele and Southard, was
appointed to nominate a committee, whose
duty it should be to take the matter of a series
of public meetings in charge, and to make all

ham received a communication
from a mechanic, one of the workmen on the

end of the

to

Hersey was
Corey, Secretary.

Steele and

M We

one

called

was

Mr. H. B. Hart suggested the appointment
of a committee to consider the matter, and report what should l>e done.
Alter some remarks by Mr. Hart, John
Lynch, A. K. Shurtleff, Cyrus Sturdivant, E.

son to he grateful for the magnificent intellectual repasta which have so regularly been
served up for them.

Argus respecting

at-

statements of what had been done thus

some

The Association have reason to be satisfied
with the success of the course of which this
was the conclusion, and the public hare rea-

statements made in the

hereafter.

ously signed, and read tlie call. He was
followed' by Mr. A. K. Sburlleff, who made

the close of the lec-

and

meeting

object of the call which had been

there

was

the

prominent merchants

Chairman, and J. It.

of these

strangles the other,
lasting peace.

our

Kbcn Steele, and T. C.

which hha been quite fully reported in the
Boston and New York .papers. The war is
one of ideas; an old quarrel in a new form;
and having been continued for seventy years
in a constitutional way, by argument, is now
ideas

holding

tended.

wie ruiure oi me war,
lea
suojeci,
him into the same general train of remark

antagonistic

for

About 50 ol

m*

one

the Common Council Chamber Monafternoon to see what measures should be
at

day
adopted

tions or his remarks.

and till

as no convenient hall could be obwhich to hold tlie meeting on the
a meeting of the
signers to the cull was

23d,
held

He is eminently
gree qf disappointment.
practical, and deals but little in flowers of
rhetoric or mere drapery; exactly the reverse
of our expectations.
Mr. Phillips U enthusiastic. has doubtless great faith in the Right,
and believing in free speech, he evidently intends to eqjoy that right whether it may or
may not accord with the sentiment of bU audience.
He said a great many things that
called forth the most enthusiastic applause,
While there were probably very few present
Who would not dissent from some of his posi-

bjr force;

But

party.

tained in

sistent attention. It was the first time we had
heard Mr. P., and we confess to no small de-

to be decided

TO

“We, the undersigned, merchants of Portland, believe the time lias arrived in the Nation's struggles with rebellion, when all loyal
and patriotic men, irrespective of party,
should unite their voices, and in thunder tones
say to the Government, Army, Navy and the
World,—this unrighteous rebellion shall be
put down, at whatever cost. We will impose
no conditions upon the
Government, nor dictate any line of
policy for them to pursue—
asking only an honest, earnest and determined
purpose of puling the rebellion down ill the
most speedy maimer.
And we pledge our ac-

Chase, the counsel for defendant commenced
putting in their testimony. Mr. D. T. Chase
was on the stand the entire day. At the conclusion of his examination, Court adjourned
to nine o’clock Thursday morning.

v.

Municipal

BY TELEGRAPH.

circular of the following purport was circulated among our business inen
for their signatures:

Supreme Judicial Court.

a

tioos and regulations connected with the same within one mouth from March 1st. A L> 1368. and maka
and complete, and put in ruuning order said Kailroad in two years from said date, otherwise such por>
tion as is not then made 'hall be null and void.
And also upon the farther condition that said Railroad Company shall comply with and obey any and
all other rules,
order*, ordinances, or requirement* which have been adopted, or may be
adopted at any time hereaIter by the Msaieipal Officer# of Portland in relation to said Railroad or to
the streets through which the tracks thereof are laid,
not inconsistent with tbe rights herein granted.
And upon the farther condition that any similar
corporation hereafter incorporated, which shall ooustruct its railroad in
any of tha streets of the City of
Portland where the Portland and Forest Arena#
Railroad Company have no track. may enter a pom
and connect with and use the track of said Portland
and Forest Avenue Railroad Company for tush rates
of compensation as may be
mutually agreed upon.
and iu oase of
of the Directors of said
Companies, three uls in ferreted person# shall be appoiuted by a Judge of the Supreme Court, upon the
application of either party ana due notice to the other. who shall upon hearing flx said rate# et compensation and determine all matters in dispute between
said companies, and the service# of said Commissioner# shall be paid in equal proportions by said Com-

regulations,

disagreement

;

!

I
;
|I

panics

And It Is expressly understood that the
Officer* reserve all*the right# and powers granted
I them hr the secoud. third and v^totb Sections of
the Act Incorporating said Company. and that none
of said right* or power* so granted shall be demand#
to be in any wav waived. Merited or qualified by any
thing contained ia this order.

Municipal

Read and laid on the table, and ordered it to be
in tbe "Daily Press" and
Eastern Argue”
Attest;
J M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Feb. 18. IMS
istf

printed

1

j l^ALL

ny.ADY!

Spring Style
At

J||

Silk Hats!

HARMS', oppoalw tha riikSn.

ry Han RADt TO riT by Ike Confora»t*w
febll—tw ia cd

WT

To Keep

»

Portland und Hew Vork SUnmcrs.

True Lent.

to
inheritance. It may be as well; one regrets
tobe cut off from ancient ceremonies, linking
gether the former and the latest generations;
but here is what Robert Herrick thought of

comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage *6,00, including Fare aud State
Room*.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport aud St.
John.
Shipper* arc requested to send their freight to the
•tcainer* a*early as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMMtVft FOX. Brown’* Wharf. Portland.
11. B. ('ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y’ork.
Pec. 6.18 8.

Lent two hundred years ago:
•

Is this a fast, to keep
The larder leane
And cleane
From fat of veales and sheep’

Weekly Mail Line.
following first-class. power>-■
—-HIBERNIAN, NORTH
AMERHAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
idBfiaBb BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will .ail from Oucbcc every Saturdmv morning, for Liverpool. vi» I-oiidonderry.
I'as»engcr* leave 1‘ortlend per (.mud Trunk Train*
with United Slates mails, every Friday, at 1 16 I*. M..
connecting with steamer at ‘juebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. *85. Find Class, *77 to *02—according
to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets on Grand
ONE of the

_.

Cf-

No, ’tis a fist to dole
Thy sheaf of wheat.

And meat.
Unto the hungry soule.
It is to fast from strife.
From old debate,
And hate;
To circumcise thy life;

No. 10
June 23.1*02.

MISCELLANY._

Country.11

PASSADCMKEAO, MAINE.
THE subscriber would very respectftillv announce to his numerous friends. an<f the
public generally, that during the temporary
_compulsory suspension of uis business he
'urn i shed this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
of
the
to merit a continuance
patronage which he has
E. G. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dAwtf
June
23.1862.
Passadumkeag,

B«4€X9VMfi iioim;.

HOUSE.”

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that lie has leased the above House,
id invites
Federal Street, Portiaud,
tbs travelling community to call ami sec il
he km>w* “how to keep a bote.
Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-pro* hied t ibie, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induceou

business

or

Pr<*|Vietor.

j

dti

HATH IIOTKL,
M M K

s.

IH6, WAaaiwoTow Hr., Rath.

•*•Terms

*1 per

day

Mabir

r<>nus

a

Rath. Jane

». IMS

dtf

Sago lie. Epsom Salts, Ihity: f Wle. Wroughilc,
I.igumce Root. BL('orb. Assorted 8c p Tb
Stubs. Caustic Soda lc; 1 aak.*6 U0ca»h
Castor OU 6*8* |* gal
Naval Starr*.
AlMl' rubtve n
Ihity Turps nftne. Rosin,
um 6Ur %i cwt.. Citfiptms
Pitch. TnrWf^cad ral., i
4* cwt Mnruittc Ar- S. TnrtMmtiue lfte k*yat
id Id **c nd rat., Spong- :
es.
Asst\fart*dc, Isin- I*itch (Coal Tar) *4« 4j
glass E/or sulphur.Sen- Koain .is *JU
na. Arrowroot, Cinsemg l’nrji**titinr pjral 36Afr_3 76 ;
2» |*c. Blenching powOaltnm.
Saw fhst y
ders 9*c 4* cwt
FTec.
finr 1» ctrf.. Sat Soda a* d K miriran.8}%
Sod* Ash $c 4* tb. * Ynste
Oil.
Brimstone 93 and Roll I http Sperm. Whale and
do f#
other Pish this of fortarn. Alcohol**
|» fml.
eign fisheries 20 |*r ad
red LtUSred, HtmpSr.d
Alum 4* lb.-4 k V
*’ « ST and
Alow
ZapesetdZht p gat
IT (•♦'
Arrow Kuo!
Salad 60c.
Wire 23c.
JO iJB
Borax
palm. Sees! and (V«N»1
4i<* 6
not l«tr
Hrimrtour (roU)
|> gal

HM »(t> Hoda
6} -a 7
Haipliar .. * m, hj
Hal 8<»da
Sj* 4
lfr-«13r.
( aiwplmr
('ream Tartar... 16
14*16
1>»(w«mm1 ra
2» *->■
MaxMda..
Indian. M la. flae 911* 2
l"r.*lH
I.
..

Proprietor.

Portland

J. W. YI INGE It.

COA

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The frpnt unequalled Piejminr Ion* for
Mentoring. Invignmtlng, Itmniifying
nnd Drenaiog the Ilnir.
Rendering It »nft, ilky and gloray. and dl*po*in|r It to
remain in any dr*ired petition ;,qtiic ly cleaning the
acatp, arresting the fill and imparting a healthy and
natural color to the Hair.
►

IT

UTTER TAIL*

To Restore

Urey

Hair

TO

Its Original 1 'ottfhful Color
\\ \% wo\ vv Wyc,
But acts directly up* n ti c
them tl»c natural u* uri hrn*
same vitality and luxurious

rets cf tin- Heir, giving
11 n qnirvd. ir diu-iqg tl.«
quantity as in

STRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE

CUMBERLAND
Coal*
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

Whose Hair
saniuin

requires freqront dressing

t:

has no equal No Indy's
is compute w ithout it

c

Bold by Druggists throughout tho World.
PRINCIPAL .SALES

»

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparta u healthy nation of lha olande.
and Crinnry Organa, reey benefielai ia
and Rbenmatk Afleettona.

Ac.

Fitting*,

THE
public, that he may be found
(until his

at

SPEER S

UNION STREET,
shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any

pot

orders
for steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and <»as F tting* of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
g.is.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers. Water Tanks, Ac.
lVill devote his personal attentio
to arranging
anti setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms
IRA W1KX. A|fal.

J.

K.
I*

ftt'MMEK

Marble Chimney Pieces,

Monumental

returning opposite day*
Stage leave# Farmington .or New Vineyard. New ;
Portland and Kmgfleld. on Wednesdav* and SalurI
dav*. returning on Monday* and Fridav*
.Stage* leave Earmtug1«*n daily, for Strong, Avon

Work aad

Grindstones.

PORTLAND. ME.

and

—

grand trunk railway.

So. n r Street,
Communications

to

be addressed to

Notice 10 Woo* on* I.amber .Uerrlmots.

J. W. IIA Ml A WAT,
Maine State
©ell tf

smc we csscwsm

l< opy right secured ]

The Great Indian

Remedy

|

UKAD OK MERRILL'S WHARF.

CraiaHrekl HraM,.. Pwllaad. M*.
_.___ joar

A It M Y

A NO
»T

jgF'BNW»F’|t
^9

STREET,

Portland. Aug. «. 1W8

dl,
I. D. MERRILL A CO.

af-t

PLUMBERS,

I

closets, Vrinnls, Force and Suction Pnmps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls. Silver Plated f Brass
7'ocks, t\f all kinds constantly on hand.

S. D.

At 62 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,
Have

by

tini

daily receiving

small.8f@

A LEO, A

promptly

j

...

Gentlemen’s
which

EYE Sr EAR

Washington’s headquarters,
occupied by
Longlellow,
family
States.—[Boston Transcript.

..

MAGAZINE,

WATER !

...

|

Keeping,
pfcdVure

...

7}

Famishing Goods,

will sell at

Foreign

and Domestic

Geo. W. Woodman.
Seth II. Horsey,

aagJOdft wtf

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Hailey.

GOULD,

LUMSDON,

|Canary

llrrrhartt,

Street,
UEURKETDWK,

..

U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE
STAMPS,

OFFICE,

REWARD!

FIVE

Falls.

provided

with

by seenriag tickets at this
dswtf

inal inventor*, (and

stantly receiving all

...

$1]

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment gf those diseases tn
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined hi*

Hughes has
attention to
disease* of a certain cia*s. During his practice he
j hug treated thousand* of cases, and in no instance
ha* he met with a failure. The remedies arc mild.
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance (Win 8
; in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Tern*
street.
Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n all case#.
Separate room*. *o that no one will be
! seen but the Dr. himself. His remedies core disease
I when ail other remedie* fhil; cures without dieting,
or restriction iu the habits of the patient; cure* w ith! out the disgusting and sickeoing effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a tew hour*; cure# with| out the dreadfri) consequent effects of mercury, but
I is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taiul
that tha blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally oi
local! v, can be caused by using them
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dixziness in the
head, forgetfrilness. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
1
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
s

j
j

fde

|

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DK J. B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Standard

These celebrated Scales

i

_

lySend stamp for Circular.

e

Portland.
Jail—dfcwtft

by

improvements which

For

perfectly

are

Fin-Worm

;

I

affnrtU RELIFf in twenty-four koura, nnd
an entire cure ia warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Thia Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required, rape evilly
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives ton©
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It ia purely qf VepetobU
Extract a, anal aliraya a»\fe and reliable.

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
complete variety

of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

BY

—

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
118 MilkStkbkt—corner of

Sold in New York by Hall k Rn mkl.218<irs
wich street; in Boston by Geo. C. Goodwis k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Mold in Portland by II. H. I1AY aud all the princideed 8m
pal Druggists.

patterymarcb Street,
P o» ton.

Sold in Portland
oc26

by \MERY

Ik

WATERHOUSE.

TODD'S LEX SOI IS

Real Estate at A action.
YUK shall sell at public auction on Tuesday,March
It
17th, at 8 o'clock P. M., on the premises. House
No. 4 Brown Street, next to Dr. Gilman’s on Free
and Brown street. It in a three story wooden house,,
with basement—nearly new, built and tiuinhed of

HAIR

TUE

dye,

mortgage.

HENRY BAILEY k
feb21 d2aw2wth(uedts

CO., Auctioneers.

THROUGH TICKETS
rpo NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTI1 MORE and WASHINGTON, and to all part* of

WEST aud SOUTH aud NORTH WEST. via. all
popular routes and at the lotcest Boston
W. D. LITTLE, Ageut.
rates, for sale by
dtf
fine 1
office 81 Exchange Si.

&

TODD’S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle,corner of Eichnnfe Street.

septltftf

Fancy Printing

DiKkOlution of Co-|Mirtnerwklp.
the uudersigned. have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership

WE.

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

respectable Physi-

because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, ptsettee aad observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to your sufferings In being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promise* and pretension* of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and Lxaa as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institution* or College*, whieh
never existed in any part of the world: other* exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, m known ;
not onlv assuming and advertising in name* of those
inserted in the diplooms. bat to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

imposi-

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicine* 6y lie dead, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who. beside*, to
farther their imposition, copy from Medical book*
much that to written of tbe qualifies and effects of

most ot which,
to their Kills. Extracts, Specifics. Ac
if not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “eating everything,” bnt bow known
to “kill more than is cured,” and those not killed,
constitutionally1 injured lor life.

IGNORANi EOF (JlTAfTt IXMTORS AMD NOSTRUM MAKERS
Through the'ignorance of the t^uack Doctor.knowno
oil
ter
be relies noon Mercury. and
remedv.
ing
give* It to all his paiieats In pills, dtope. Ac so the
Nostrum Maker, equally Ignorant, adds to his soboth relying
called Extracts. Specific. Antidote, Me
apou its effects in curing a few In n hundred, it la
trumpeted in various ways thrnagbeat fife land. hat

an- known to
doctors sud nostrum makers .yet, regardthe life and health of others, there are tboeo
among them win* will even perjure thru-elves, contradicting giving merrary to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
foe" may be obtained for professedly curing, or “tbe
dollar” or “fraction of it* may be obtained for tha
It Is thus that many are deceived also.and
Nostrum
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with

quackery.

DR. L DIX’S
charges are very moderate. Communication# sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the

strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever mar be
the disease, condition or sitnation of any one, married or single.
Medicines seat by Mail aad Express to nil parts of
the United States
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L- Dix, No. 21 Endicott street,Boston.
Mai*
Boston, Jan. 1, 1868.
ly

LA DIE*. The celebrated DR L.
X DIX particularly invites all ladies who need n
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
which they will
21 Endicott street, Boston. Mass
find arranged for their special accommodation
D». DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by ail (both is
this country arid in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints
His medicine# are prepared with the express purpose of removing all di**a-e«. such as d« bility, weakness. unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now Billy
to treat in his peculiar style, both medical 1 v ana surgicailv. all diseases of the female sex. and they are
respectfully invited to call at
mO THE

prepared

No. 21 Endicott fllresl, BostonAll letters requiring advice mnst contain
lar to ensure sn answer.
Boston. Ian L ISfiS

I

M EVENS, BIBBER k CO.
fcb&d3w
Portland, February 4. I8t».

one

dol-

_

Gray

Beards, Attend!

Twenty Years* experience, and yean of
have at last found the

AFTER
experiment.'!

Boat

jy For sale only at

most

Book, Card

DYE!

market has been flooded for vears with differ
ent articles called Hair Dyes, which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The ME
plus ultra ha- been reached at last iu TODD’S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every per-ou wbo ha- used it. It contain!
no injurious ingredients, and gives the h»ir a beautifa) rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompauv each bottle
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all other* is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
and there is but
wash it before or after using the
9ue kind to he used, ami that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you no not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. unlike
allotherdves.lt will color long hair, which other
dyes caunot do. Give this new article a trial, as w©
know you will use no other after once using this,

best material and in the most faithful manner. Contains |8rooms— has a natural spring of pure water
in the basement, anti a large brick cistern in the cellar. There is a cemented floor under the whole house
w itb cemented drams into the city sewers.
There is
a coal hole under the sidewalk, holding 10 tons. The
House is well calculated for two families. It is now
occupied by Dr. Foster Tbe locatiou is central—in
one of the best neighborhoods in the city ; the house
new aud iu line ortier, and the property
every way
desirable for occupancy or investment. Can be seen
atari) tine befiMS the tile. Title undoubted. A
large part of the purchase’ money can reiuaiu on

the
the

Syrup

Is the first and only remedv ever offered to the pah*
lie for the effectual'removal of the Ascaride*. or llnWorm-, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast -up rseding all other worm rentedies, is the best test of its great merit.

i

a

refers to Professor* and

cians—many of whom consult him in critical cases,

quack

Ilnr, Coni and Railroad Scales I
i
BUTCUEKRkUROCEKS'. DRUGGISTS’, CONI
ftXTTO.NKKS’ ft ml GOLD

With

engaged i» treat me ut of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to mnnv Citizens. Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he to much rvooauoended, aad particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign nod Native Quacks, morf sumerrms in Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX1

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts

as

SCALES!

THI OULT tKOULAI OUADCATS POTaiCIAV ADvKRTisiso ix aoarov.

some
less or

accurate and

DR. E. «. OOULD’S

sale, in every variety,

boldly arserfs (and it cannot be contradicted,except
by Quacks,who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that be

possible, by competent physicians
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

their

longexperier^andskill can suggest.
They are correct *• principle, thoroughly made,

of the hr»t matrruUs. aud
durable ia operation.

patients

alas! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die. others grow worse, and are left to Unger and Suffer for mouths or years. until relieved er cured, if

are still made
the origonly by them.) and are con-

the

ao arranged that
never see or hoar each
other
Recollect, the oult entrance to bis Office to
No 21. bovine no connection with hi* r*-*1deuce.consequently no family interruption, so that on ao account earn nay person hesitate applying at hie office.
DR. DIX

proudly

sanity
cured

SCALES.

la

SIXTEEN YEARS

DU. IHf-HIV

FAIRBANKS'

Iii^i

FOR UIUIR8 BEFORE TBE RISE!

Dry Goods,

Nop. 54 nnd 56 .Middle Street, Portland.

••

!

CO.

MAXI FACTl REKS AM JOBBBRS Or CLOTBIXC,

{

Estate,

A

Importer*and Wholesale Dealer*in

1

j

CLOTHING,

WOODMAN, TRIE

British Reviews.

GUIDE,

Niagara

delicacy.

pricea to suit Ihe time#.
Portland. Nov. 1ft. 1862.
dtf
we

Principal

IN. W.

money

Eclectic Medical

-AMD-

..

10}

King's

—

can save

lat>

FULL STOCK OF THE

READY-MADE

..

College.

IOCATED

(RUT

the

Latest Styles of

physician

Pteal

and

LITTLE, Agent,
OJtce 31 Exchange Street.

of

Fancy Dorakins and Cawlmcrcs.

ri

patria

m' E 8 T M E I T S

RAILWAY.

Jane 33.

'*

Notwithstanding

WEST.

W. D.

tT Yon
I office.

CLOTHS. OVERCOATIHGS,

••

—

Cambridge

on hand, and are
most desirable styles

miitand

lyn

by

NORTH

tyTicket* sold in Portland at lowest Boston rata

MERRILL,

GARDINER A BROWN,

OR

This road is broad ouagi sad is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

personallv attended to

JOHN BOND.

HAY,Druggist. Supply4ecB«ljr

DR. L DIX'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
31 Eodicott street. Bo*too, Mann*,

■a

CF* All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

auridlv

To Cmcaoo, Cincinnati, ( litilard, Detroit,
Toledo. St Paul, La Croohr. St. Louis,
Nkw Orleans, or any part of the

Via Buffalo, Duskier,

•et ui»

I. D. MKUKILL.

H

afldtf

THROUGH TICKETS

ERIE

Bath

in the best manner.
All orders in city or c»untrv

by U.

BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OK MARRIED.

Managing Director.

C. J BRTIHiES.
Montreal. Aagwst 1 1848

WEST. IOITH

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Water

Boldin Portland

ing Agent

summer.

Tailor,

...

EICHASUC

•S

Du^kwty.

YlrMlin-1

they

N A V Y

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A. D. REEVES.

WE BErrit TO
flew well known gentlemen and physicians wka
have fnrrl the Wine
I.-O WmflHd MU U. | Dr Wilpor, 11th
!t Y.
(>• r. Vrrm, M Y -*.l. I Dr YYftrd,
K J.
Dr J K CUHmJI Y .< My | Dr
Iml,
I J
Dr hr»»r J I fNj
Dr Mirrr. Krrr Tart
Drr DMnk
J
Dr
rortted.
ark.K
|
Dr Harr*. Bmtna
ailbaal ika maatara of "4Lrr '"fi.
FkF.D Ml.fR. tYMk. X. J.,” it a.rr tha aart al
each hett le
IT-XAKK OSB TRIAL OF TRIM WtSB
I«t sale by Orifght* aad nil test clam deafer*.
t «tY and town Agents Mpfiad by (As Stats tan*
aMoasn
A. A PEER. PrsfrMw.
Visitnnt>—Pnsnais. New Jersey.
New
York
Urrici-RB Broadway.
JOHN I.A POT, Paris.
Aw
k
riser
and Oeraaay.
Agent
a

F^KOM

Corn, Flour and Grain,
•

MATTOSON’ff INDIAN FJI MEN AGOG IE

Recaaae It will not iatoikale aa othar wtaea. aa K
eontaiaa n« miatare of aplrtta or other Nqupra. aad k
admired ter Ita rich, pawaliar Surer aad awlrtttre
protertira imparting a heahhr lone to the dleeettre
organa, ad a blooming, aoft aad healthy akna aad

WILL HE FORFEITED HT DR. I..
XmnbfK 1MB. to Met Ut. IM. tlw ! *T*9\ r\ I Dl X it
Wiling to cure in few time than
rmt— of (r< l,ht on ,)!
of lumber
"any other physician, more effectnnlIy and permaand timber will tie advanced 2ft per cent.
with less restraint from occupation or fear of
nently.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet weenOctober 1st.
expos a re to all weather, with sale aad pleasant med1M. and May l*t. IMfl.
icines.
An sdvance in the rates of flre wood will take place
•SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS.
Beat rammer, bat in consequence of chaagre ia the
Their elects and eonaeqaeuces;
arrangement for conducting the wand bnateosa. w hirh
ar» sbout to t>e made the Tompanv will not tie able
SPECIAL AILMkNTB AND SITUATIONS,
to take flre wood fr«-m certain place* oa the line. *o
Incident to Married nod Single Ladies;
that ihteld any parties make contract* for flre wood
to tie carried on the railwav during the neat season.
SECSEr AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
willdo so at their owa
they must understand that
Mercurial A lectio a. Eruptions and all Disease* of
risk, and that the C ompany will aot foel themselves
the Skin; Ulcer* of the Noee. • broat and Body; Plow
bound to carry It.
on the Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervouapics
Due notice will be fivea of the rate* of freight, and
ne*e; Constitutional and other Weaknesses ia youth,
from what stations flre wood can be carried Beat
aad the more advanced at all agee. of

-eaiiaai ■■-

FOR FIMIALEN.
I»K

Agent. Washington.

D. f

ALBERT W EBB A CO.

..

IS

Portland Commercial

Phillip#

Passenger* tor this route will take the ears at the
Portland, Karo k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k portlaud Itepots. in portlar<1
fl. W. RATt»N Sap't.
famunp m Mo S 1«*3
juneflBdtf

AUEttl
A HO

ro»»*mow

and Diitrld ; returning opposite dav*
Stage leave* North J ay for East I *1* field, iNileM,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursday# and Saturday*;

Caraer sf Pearl aad Federal (Vis.*
jeS8tf

railroad.

Stage leave* £ trick land’* Ferry Tae*dav«. Thura! day* and Saturday*, for Liveraior* Canton. Peru

Free Stone, Soap 8tone,

WIRE

AHKAXOEMEHT.

1

THOMPSON,

tdaerw,

t

~^BUBBD On and after MounaT. Mar 6. l*tt.
SP^^^Rtraiti- will Imre Portland ft>r Lewiston
aud }aiminjrt<ui via Brunswick. at 1 P M
Leave Farminrton fur l^wistoa. Rath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 16 A. H
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis-

'TAT'ork.

prepared to receive order* for

Marble,

AttPKK rEK, Rap

<

13_PAX

and si os <o<;<;ix

declCdtf

Marble

K

Droaey.boai

3 7

proscribed

PENSION

Unapitala.

TONIC
It na no equal, enuring an appetite and building ip
the ayatem. being entirely a pare wine of a moat tab
AS A

*'

Olispp’w Hlo<*k.CongrenH

liberty;

BLACKWOOD’S

Wh'J.

••

?—[Lon-

toryism.

Maine

celebrated In Europe forita medicinal and beueSrial
uualltiee aa a jr>ntle Stimulant, Tank. Dinrrlk, and
Sudorific. highly eeteemed by eminent phydelan.,
aad by
uaed in European and American
Home of the ft rat fiuniliee in Europe and America.

subscriber would inform his friends and the

OFFICE

praise

by

Jl

MACHINERY,

MAINE

King's Chap-

jecUeol
loyalists.
Chapel
family

of

head

Steam and <*a*

Zylobal-

toilit

directly

tolerably j

Massachusetts,
indignation,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
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Israel,
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days,

quality, and

SAWYER A WHITNEY.
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—

COLLEGE,

presented

best

are

YjW&vck m\iV C\\WAvcw

prevailed.

Inscription—"pro
per”—on

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

..

Spectator.

GENUINE LOBDER T,

THE

Pure and Free Horning.

.....

Powers,

LEHIGH,

MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S,

LOCUST

youth.

specialty

Italy—her
Italy,

CASH,

FOR

DELIVERED TO ANY I*ART OK THE CITY.

Soldiers’ Relief Aisociatioa.

Italy

prevailed.”
good

L,~&~Wo O D,

CHEAP

.....

expressed,

ordinary interpreter*
Pope

Insurance,

Life
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airoaai
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clearly
playSociety,
Papal

b«g

V»*.

Person* and Invalid*

that may be wanted.

Office, Commercial St.,

Engineer.

Poye.

Fire mid

PBTBIrlAR*’

Female», Weakly

8AXBUCI WIRE,

...

[:>

FOR

For

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

ITInriNc,

Hl\|.

Of Choice Oporto Orape,

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

This celebrated Female Medicine.
jxMMwMiiif virtue* unknown of any
thing else of the kind, and proving
effectual aft* all others have ffciieu.
AlA*«*il Carr.
I* designed for h«»Oi married mm4 *ihBATH. MAIM*.
lath**, and i* the very best thine
known f**r the purpe**, as it wifi
f
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Ho. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
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slab*.6j@

undersigned

The

Hoop.*30

118 Hanover Street.Borrow.
Formerly Mm*lion House—conducted on
j
the Kuroi>ean plan. The subscriber has
leased ifie above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
A. I*. MoKKlSON, Proprietor.
d«*c27
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tured 25. atl other kind* Da mar.4 a
So Pc ad rat.
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Duty Pig 16c, Plate* 2t manufacture* qf 80 |>c
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Banca. ca*h.60c © 52 Pig* and
64
Strait*, caah.48 ©60 Sheet 0**1 man n. Ilf a 12
Platea-Char.I C. 9154 a 16 Sheathing
90 (g
do.
LX. .18© 19
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.76c@91
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A Brave Engineer.—George D- was
running the night express, and w as some thirty minutes behind time. My freight traiu was
waiting on the swiich for him to pass. He
came on, at about thirty-live miles an hour, as
near as 1 could judge, and 1 was watching him
all tbe time. lie was within alHjut three times
the length of his train of the switch—was
blowing his whistle—when I saw, and he saw.
tile switchman run madly out ol bis “shanty,”
grab the switch and turn it so that it would
lead him directly into the hind end of my train.
I jumped instinctively to start my eugiue—I
beard him w histle lor brakes, and those that
stood near said that lie reversed his engine—
but my train was too heavy for uie to move
quickly, and he was too near to do much good
by reversing; so 1 soon felt a heavy concussion, and knew that he bad struck hard, tor,
at the other end ol lorty-tlve cars, it knocked
me down, and the jar broke my engine loose
from the train.
He might have jumped from Ills engine with
comparative salety, alter be saw the switch
changed, for the ground was sandy there and
free from obstructions, and lie could have easily jumped clear of the track and escaped w ith
slight bruises. But no! Behind him, trusting
to biui, and resting iu comparative security,
were hundreds to w horn lile wa* as dear as to
him; his post was at tlie head; to the great
law pf sell-preservation, that most people put
first iu tfieir code of practice, his stern duty
required him to forswear allegiance, and to act
oo the principle,
others first, myself afterward.” So. wnh a bravery of heart such as is
seldom found In other ranks of men. he stuck
to his iron steed, transformed then into the
white steed of death, and s|ient the last energies of his lifr, the strength of his last pulse,
striving to mitigate tin suit, ring which would
follow tbe collision. Hi* death waa In* Ian taHr I tail not time for regrets at leav mg,
boo us
file and the friend- lie loved to dearly.
When we found him, one hand grasped the
throttle.hi* engine was reversed,and with the
other hand hr still held on to the handle of
the sand-tan four. The wbotr middle and
lower portion of his taidy was crushed, but
his head and arm- were untuurlw-d, and his
fore still wore a resolute, sell-savnficing eapresalon, .urh a. am-t lute lit up tbe countenance of Arnold It inkh-ried when crying,
“Make way for liberty." be threw himaeli upon a shral of Austrian sprars and broke
the column of bis enemies.—j Experience, of
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$
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Refined
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4“c, Tartaric Acid 2«V. iJacknietack Timber, k» tuu.10&16
(Yearn Tartar, Citric
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6c %>
mar and Hums used for fhtty
like purpose* 10c, Abu s, Cienftirgi, old_none.
Chlorate
42 a M
Trinidad,old.
of
Verdigris,
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cuba claved,old *6 a37
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do.
do.
tart
34 a 34}
Itoracic
Acid,
6c.
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 3fe &40
N- w Orleaac
Red do. 10c,
Oralic Acid and Sugar Port land Svrup.hbd* none
do.
bblr 31
of Lead 4c. Aspha/tum
and Bi-Chro. potash 3r.
Kail*.

Trnnk Railway.
1'repaid and return ticketa issned at rednoe<l ratea.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. SIS*.
Apply to Ldmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal,or to

To show a heart gref-rent;
To starve thy sin,
Not bin;
And tliut’B to keep thy Lent.
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Is it to fast an houre.
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A down-cast look and sow re’
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Is it to quit the dish
Of flesh, yet still
To 611
The platter high with 6sh?

for the I'uEea to

additional duty <J
l!op».
10 pc it levied on all mer- Duty 5c p !b.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.. .14 @16
I ron.
rect from the. place qf product urn or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 96,
liar not exceeding $60 p
Ashe*.
ton value #17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.8*® 8j
ceeding #60 p t»n #18,
less than j inch thick <>r
Pot.
nu>re than 7 inches wide,
Apples.
rounds less than 4 inch
timu pbbl.160@1 75
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.64fttic
diameter, and squares
Cored p lb.64 fttf
less than k inch or more
Unco red P lb.2 pft 8
than A inches square #20,
Bread.
Railroad #12 60, Boiler
Duty: 80 pc.
aud Plate #26 p ton,
Pilot p 100 lb*. SO @ 6j
6
(ft 6j Sheet 2@24c P lb and
Ship..
#3e*5 p ton.
Cracker* per bbl.. -3j(ta4
85
ift40c Common
Cracker*, p 100
Batter.
Swede...
Duty 4c S lb.

The splendid and fast Steamships
••CHESAPEAKE,” ('apt. Willktt,
"PARKERSBURG,” Captain
TrTH?alid
iclSScSSa iloKFMajf, will, until further notice,
run as follows:
I*eilve Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, aud SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
5# North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY’
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted uu with Uueaccommodation*
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and

our
religious exultation and depression alike,
a slender
grim Puritanic ancestors have left us

Ten*.
Ihitp 20c

An

m*

of

•

Expressly corrected

Soft.
e

Hough.

Portland Wholesale Pi ices Current.

SEMIWEEKLY Y.INE.

The Forty Days’ Devotion of Lent commenced a week ago with Ash-Wednesday. This long
term of abstinence and penitence is observed
chiefly in thp Catholic and Episcopalian churches, and more rigorously in the former than in
the latter. Of the outw ard pomps and shows

Stock 10
ad val.
American refined

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

POETRY.

Dye t

I Mr It boldly end
mono i,
And m» Ibrther, th»t If Mi? on, boy. my
I>T« and »tt,r tnrlng. don not Ilk, It. ! will rrftiad
the IMM> on returning m, the bottle with one hall
For

coloring Heir In «k» world.

'“l^'no’.wlektOMlIlt
^Ac'ente

can

be

Mpplied

to any

rebel,

nl wkolcMlr

or

rebel

ey»

price, by ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland He.
Oct. 33.dft w tt.

